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ment of the LOGSIM mechanized log harvesting system

simulator. Enhancement of software focuses on overall

improvement of the user environment as well as improve-

ment of the performance and capabilities of the simula-

tion package.

An enhanced version of the front-end interface

program is developed to improve the model definition and

editing environments. Features for assessing degree of

convergence for important summary statistics and for

balance of material flow are implemented in a graphical

output interface that functions independently of the

LOGSIM software. A new method for modeling machine

processing times was also added.



To illustrate how the entire simulation package is

used, an example simulation session is provided. A

harvesting system is simulated, results are interpreted,

and model input parameters are altered to improve the

harvesting system's performance.

The result of this research is an enhanced version

of LOGSIM that functions efficiently and is easier to

use.
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PERFORMANCE AND GRAPHICS ENHANCEMENT OF THE
LOGSIM MECHANIZED LOG HARVESTING SYSTEM SIMULATOR

I. INTRODUCTION

A. REVIEW OF THE PROBLEM BACKGROUND

1. GENERAL BACKGROUND

Development of applications of simulation methodolo-

gy has been evolving in a new direction in recent years.

There is a significant advantage in developing interfaces

for simulation applications that improve the modeling and

analysis environment. Widespread use of simulation in

industry has been limited because specialized training in

the development of simulation applications is generally

required to sustain a simulation study. To make simula-

tion more accessible to industry at lower cost, flexible

modeling environments are being developed for specific

application domains. This allows access to simulation

methodology for users who are knowledgeable in the prob-

lem area without requiring the need for technical support

or training in simulation methodology and the model

building task.
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2. INTRODUCTION OF LOGSIM

A simulation application that exemplifies this

strategy is being developed for mechanized timber har-

vesting systems at Oregon State University. LOGSIM

(Logging Simulator) is a personal-computer-based simula-

tion model of the mechanized log harvesting process.

LOGSIM is capable of modeling virtually any mechanized

timber harvesting system within this domain. It utilizes

a "user-friendly" interface in which a harvesting config-

uration and operation can be defined, modeled, and ana-

lyzed.

To define mechanized timber harvesting systems and

facilitate the task of developing LOGSIM, the logging

process was divided into its basic components. These

components form the building blocks that can be assembled

and configured to define (represent) any harvesting

system. The following set of work elements neatly summa-

rizes these components (Wiese, 1988).

Felling: The steps required to sever a standing

tree.

- Delimbing: The removal of limbs from the merchantable

log.

- Topping: Severing the tree at the smallest utilizable

top.

- Measuring: Determining points to cut the tree into

logs to maximize its utilization.
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- Bucking: Cutting the tree into logs.

- Bunching: Gathering logs into bunches for skidding or

loading.

- Skidding: Sliding trees or logs along the ground.

Forwarding: Transporting (other than skidding) trees

or logs from the felling to landing site.

- Loading: Loading trees or logs onto a transport

vehicle.

- Debarking: The removal of bark from trees or logs.

- Sorting: Separation of trees or logs based on com-

mercial use (saw logs, poles, pulp wood, etc.).

Chipping: The processing of logs into small pieces

for pulp or fuel.

Hauling: Transporting trees or logs from the landing

site to the mill or transfer yard.

3. MOTIVATION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF LOGSIM

In his thesis, Christoph Wiese (Wiese, 1988) clearly

justifies the need for the development of a simulation

application for the timber harvesting industry. His

justification focuses on two primary issues. One issue

is the evolution of changes in the Pacific-Northwest

logging environment and in logging practices. The second

issue is obsolescence of existing simulation applica-

tions.
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There are two important reasons for changes that

have been occurring in the logging environment. First,

public awareness concerning forest issues has increased

greatly in recent years. Second, and perhaps most impor-

tant, there has been an increase in the proportion of

merchantable second growth forests now being harvested.

These changes have greatly affected logging practices.

For example, new government regulations have reduced the

quantity of timber that can be extracted from logging

sites. Also, the typically smaller stem sizes found in

second growth forests have increased the opportunity for

use of material handling systems and automatic processors

(Wiese, 1988).

In response to these changes, new machinery and

equipment have been developed and are now available for

almost all of the harvesting and transportation opera-

tions of the logging process. However, these specialized

machines are becoming increasingly expensive and the

developed systems more complex. At the same time, prof-

its have been falling off as the demand for forest prod-

ucts has leveled and capital expenditures for equipment

have increased.

Because of these issues and others, logging opera-

tors and logging equipment manufacturers are facing

complex problems. In general, they are not prepared to

derive adequate solutions to these problems. What is
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needed is a tool that can be used to evaluate the per-

formance of proposed system configurations and equipment

designs in the logging environment.

Although simulation models for timber harvesting

systems do exist, they are for the most part obsolete.

Prior to the development of LOGSIM, many simulation

applications had been developed to address timber har-

vesting problems. These previous models are regarded as

the first generation of timber harvesting simulators and

date back to the early to mid 1970's (Wiese, 1988). Many

models in this generation are outdated for several rea-

sons. First, many of the models are oriented for indi-

vidual phases of the harvesting operation rather than for

the entire system. The result of analysis using these

models is often sub-optimization. Second, in a relative-

ly short period of time the log harvesting process has

evolved from a low level of mechanization to a level of

complex material handling systems with increased

automization. Existing "first generation" simulators

were not designed to model highly mechanized systems.

B. REVIEW OF THE LOGSIM MODELING SYSTEM

1. FOCUS OF LOGSIM DEVELOPMENT

The objective for the development of LOGSIM was to

define and build a simulation model that would overcome
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the problems of existing simulation models and address

the changes that have occurred in timber harvesting. The

envisioned model needed to be able to imitate the dynamic

behavior and performance of not only the individual work

elements, but their interaction and the performance of

entire harvesting systems. The need was for a tool

oriented toward improvement of the overall system per-

formance.

Another objective of LOGSIM development was to over-

come the problem that has limited the implementation of

simulation models in general. Typical simulation analy-

sis efforts consist of three cyclic phases (Law, 1982),

beginning with defining the system to be modeled. From

this definition the system is translated into a simula-

tion model program. The program is fed data, output is

then generated and analyzed. One or more iterations of

these phases are often necessary before optimal results

can be implemented. The typical analyst is not capable

of performing the model translation step. An expert

familiar with the intricacies of simulation programming

is required to perform this function. However, simula-

tion programming experts are few in number and they are

expensive to employ. A system expert is especially

needed when the goal of the simulation application is to

compare proposed system designs that vary significantly.

A more effective approach is to define the domain of the
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class of problems, then design and program a generic

simulation model capable of modeling any system within

that given domain. The model can then be turned over to

the analyst who can model systems without having to

program the simulation model. Thus, the simulation

programmer is removed from the analysis loop. This is

the approach used in the development of LOGSIM.

2. "USER-FRIENDLY" FRONT-END PROGRAM

A current trend in development of simulation appli-

cations and simulation tools is to concentrate applica-

tion development on what can be called the "simulation

modeling and analysis environment". Emphasis on the user

simulation environment follows a similar trend that has

been prevalent in recent development of general software

applications. It has been recognized that to make simu-

lation an accessible and more practical tool for indus-

trial applications, emphasis must be placed on improving

the user environment of simulation application packages.

In an improved environment, the intricacies of simulation

programming are transparent to the analyst expected to

use the simulation tool. In the resulting environment,

the program queries the user for necessary information to

model the system to be studied, thus fully insulating the

user from the simulation program translation. The result

is a stand-alone, easy-to-use simulation tool.
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3. SUMMARY OF FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES

LOGSIM is a personal computer based simulation model

for studying mechanized timber harvesting systems. It

was developed in SLAM II (Pritsker, 1984) and Mircrosoft

FORTRAN (Microsoft Corporation, 1985).

LOGSIM features a "user-friendly" environment that

allows the analyst to develop, configure and model timber

harvesting systems. Using the front-end program, named

FRONTEND, the user is guided through the steps required

to define a model. Model definition is accomplished in

seven input phases. In phase one, the amount of fiber to

be harvested is specified. In phase two, processes are

activated and material flow is given. Phase three is

used to define up to four empirical sampling distribu-

tions for material piece sizes. Process parameters are

specified in phase four. Phase five is used to specify

machine assignments to processes. Machine parameters are

specified in phase six. Finally, phase seven is used to

specify machine breakdown distributions.

Once a model has been fully specified, it can be

saved in a file. FRONTEND can be used to both print and

edit model definition files.

The input data used to support the user-defined

models is obtained from work measurement studies con-

ducted in the field. The collected data is for pro-

cessing rate estimates, fiber piece size distributions,
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deck size limitations, equipment delays and fixed and

variable costs for equipment.

The user defined models are simulated using the

LOGSIM simulation module. A typical simulation run will

take approximately twenty to sixty minutes depending upon

the type of personal computer and optional hardware (e.g.

math co-processor) used. Upon completion of the simula-

tion run, a custom output report is generated. The

report gives statistics on each process and machine type

as well as the complete system. The emphasis of the

output statistics is on equipment utilizations, inventory

levels at processes, limitations from decks, duration of

processing activities, and the components of operating

cost.

4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF LOGSIM

The configuration of a harvesting system model is

done in two steps. First, a set of the built-in LOGSIM

processes is activated to define the flow of fiber

through the system. Second, equipment resources are

allocated to each of the activated processes.

A simulated harvesting operation can have at most

thirteen separate processes. Material flow must begin

with process 1 (felling) and end with either process 12

(chipping and final transport) and/or 13 (final trans-

port). The other processes, 2 through 11, are optional
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and can come in any sequence between the mandatory

starting and ending processes.

Any network of material flow can be modeled provided

the following conditions are satisfied:

- All systems begin with process 1 (felling)

Processes 2-13 have a single incoming stream

- Processes 1-10 have a single outgoing stream

- Process 11 divides an incoming stream into two out-

going streams

- Processes 12 and 13 are terminal processes

LOGSIM has the capability to model systems with up

to forty-two individual machine types. Each of the 13

processes have specific identification numbers (see

Figure 1) to be assigned to the machines. For processes

2 through 10 (the generic processes) up to three machine

types can be assigned to each. Multiple machines of each

type can be designated. However, at least one machine

must be assigned to each of the active processes. For

instance, there may be one machine of type 5 and four

machines of type 6 assigned to process 2. The remaining

processes 1, 11, 12 and 13 perform specific functions and

have special machine assignments. Process 1 is the

felling operation. At least one machine of type 1, 2, 3,

or 4 must be assigned to this operation. Process 11 is a

sorting operation. It divides the material flow into two
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FIGURE 1: MACHINE TYPE ASSIGNMENTS TO PROCESSES

MACHINE
TYPE

PROCESS
NUMBER

FUNCTION
DESCRIPTION

1 1 FELUNG
2 1 FELUNG
3 1 FEWNG
4 1 FEWNG
5 2 GENERIC
6 2 GENERIC
7 2 GENERIC
8 3 GENERIC
9 3 GENERIC
10 3 GENERIC
11 4 GENERIC
12 4 GENERIC
13 4 GENERIC
14 5 GENERIC
15 5 GENERIC
16 5 GENERIC
17 6 GENERIC
18 6 GENERIC
19 6 GENERIC
20 7 GENERIC
21 7 GENERIC
22 7 GENERIC
23 8 GENERIC
24 8 GENERIC
25 8 GENERIC
26 9 GENERIC
27 9 GENERIC
28 9 GENERIC
29 10 GENERIC
30 10 GENERIC
31 10 GENERIC
32 1 - 1 3 LOADER
33 1 1 3 LOADER
34 1 - 1 3 LOADER
35 1 - 1 3 LOADER
36 1 - 1 3 LOADER
37 12 CHIPPER TYPE 1
38 12 CHIPPER TYPE 2
39 12 PRIMARY TRANSPORT
40 12 SECONDARY TRANSPORT
41 13 PRIMARY TRANSPORT
42 13 SECONDARY TRANSPORT
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output streams. There are no specific machines used for

the sorting operation. Process 12 is a chipping opera-

tion. If used, then a chipper (type 37) is automatically

activated and at least one primary transporter (type 39)

must be assigned. Additional machines may be assigned.

The secondary transport device allows for a tractor (type

39) to have a separate trailer(s) assigned (type 40).

Process 13 is the final transportation of logs to the

mill operation. It has the same tractor trailer option

as process 12 including the requirement that at least one

tractor (type 41) must be assigned.

Each machine type is associated with only one pro-

cess. That is, processes cannot share machine types.

Loaders are exempted from this restriction. Each process

may use any one of the five loader types available (32-

36). For example, processes 1 and 11 may use a type 32

loader.

The LOGSIM program has a capacity for up to 90 indi-

vidual machines under normal conditions. If no machine

breakdowns are modeled, then the capacity increases to

180 total machines.

During operation, an available machine within a pro-

cess will input a piece (tree, log, pulpwood). The size

of the piece is randomly sampled from the material size

frequency distribution. The load size is increased one

piece at a time until the machine's capacity is reached.
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The time per load and fixed travel time are used as the

time delay. During this time the machine cannot process

additional pieces. After the time delay the load volume

is added to the inventory of the next process in the

sequence. Process 11 adds its input inventory to the two

following processes in accordance with its random distri-

bution split percentage.

Normal operation of a process can be interrupted if

any one of several cases occurs: 1) all process machines

are broken down 2) no input inventory exists or the input

inventory buffer is below the minimum 3) the following

process has reached its deck size limitation and has

blocked the preceding process 4) insufficient equipment

resources exist.

Inventory buffers are used for each process and can

be used to control the operation of associated machines.

Five different inventory levels can be specified to

initiate and halt operation of a process's machines.

Start-up inventory level: At least this level of

inventory must accumulate in front of the process

before it begins operation for the first time.

Minimum in-feed inventory level: After the operation

has once started, it must always maintain at least

this buffer level on the in-feed side. If it falls

below this level the process shuts down.

Start-up inventory level after minimum: After a shut
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down the buffer must build to this level before the

process restarts.

Maximum in-feed inventory level: When this level is

reached, the buffer storage area has reached its

capacity. This causes the preceding process to shut

down.

Start-up inventory after maximum: The buffer inventory

has to drop to this level before the blocked pre-

ceding operation is allowed to again deliver inven-

tory.

From a SLAM simulation programming perspective

LOGSIM functions as follows. To simulate the harvesting

system, the SLAM program represents loads of material as

entities in the network of material flow. When a machine

becomes available it is seized by an entity. Volume of

the load is accumulated from available inventory until

the seized machine's capacity is reached. Processing

time for the load is then determined by a processing time

delay function. The total time delay is a function of

the number of pieces in the load (the average time per

piece) plus a fixed travel time for the load. After the

entity has been delayed for the duration of the calcu-

lated processing time, the volume of the load is added to

the next process's input inventory. The machine resource

is then released and the cycle starts over again. Sta-

tistics on costs, production and delays are collected.
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II. PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT OF LOGSIM

A. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF LOGSIM

I. NEED FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

The work presented in Weise's thesis (Wiese, 1988)

clearly illustrates the need for a timber harvesting

system analysis tool to aid the logging industry in

dealing with the complexities of the timber harvesting

process. Weise also demonstrates that his simulation

approach can be successfully used to provide solutions to

problems facing the logging industry today and in the

future.

Two of the three phases in the approach applied to

develop LOGSIM (Webster, 1984) were completed. These

were the initialization and modeling phases. The imple-

mentation phase was left for future development. When

the department of Forest Engineering obtained the fin-

ished LOGSIM software, validation of the model was con-

tinued by comparing it to similar simulation systems.

Results of the validation and the initial implementation

in the classroom and research environment indicated the

need for additional work on the modeling phase. Also,

the performance of the LOGSIM user interface needed to be

enhanced before the simulation package could be imple-

mented outside of the university research environment.
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2. REVISION OF THE INPUT-USER-INTERFACE PROGRAM

In the LOGSIM simulation package, the model input

task is performed using the input-editor user interface

program called FRONTEND. The original version of

FRONTEND is capable of performing its intended function;

however, there is potential for improvement with respect

to how effectively it can be used. FRONTEND is the most

critical user interface in the LOGSIM package. The model

input, editor, and printout facilities are somewhat cum-

bersome and sometimes frustrating to use. A second

version of FRONTEND needs to be produced that will sim-

plify these functions. This second version needs to be

as streamlined as possible to gain the confidence of the

prospective first-time user.

3. THE PROCESSING TIME FUNCTION

The method used to calculate time delays during the

execution of the simulation model is another aspect of

LOGSIM that needs attention.

When trying to model a real world system, the resul-

tant model is an abstraction of reality. When modeling

complex systems, simplifying assumptions are made to make

the modeling task practical. The success of the modeling

effort is contingent on the sensitivity of the real world

system to the simplifying assumptions made. Some assump-

tions may become critical when an over-simplification is
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made. The over-simplified assumptions cause the behavior

of the model to depart from that of its real world coun-

terpart. If the level of departure is shown to be unac-

ceptable in the model validation step, then the critical

assumptions must be identified and improved.

In LOGSIM the simplifying assumption with respect to

processing time delays is, in some cases, a critical as-

sumption. Processing time delays per load of fiber for a

given operation are calculated based on three input

parameters. Two of these parameters are fixed constants

for a given machine at its operation-- a fixed constant

for time per load and a fixed constant for time per one-

way haul when movement of the fiber is necessary. The

third parameter is used to calculate the variable pro-

cessing time per load. The input parameter is the aver-

age processing time per piece of fiber processed. The

variable time delay for a given load is calculated as the

product of the average time per piece and the number of

pieces in the load. The resultant time delay for a load

is the sum of the two fixed constants and the variable

processing time.

In the model, a load to be processed is accumulated

by sampling from a user-input empirical distribution of

piece sizes for the process. Pieces are sampled until

the machine capacity is reached or until the next piece

sampled causes the load size to exceed the machines
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capacity. In the latter case, the final piece is not

included in the load.

The accuracy of the simulation model can be sensitive

to the simplifying assumption made for variable machine

processing time under certain conditions. If the dura-

tion required for a machine to process a piece is highly

dependent on piece size, then the average time per piece

function will not accurately model operation of the

equipment. There are at least two cases when this sim-

plifying assumption becomes critical for such machines.

One case is when the piece sizes in the machine's empiri-

cal sampling distribution are stratified. Another case

is when the machine's fixed processing times for travel

and load processing are small relative to the total

variable processing time for a machine's load.

The problem with the method of calculating variable

delay time is that processing time per load is not di-

rectly a function of the size of the pieces that make up

the load. A method of modeling variable processing times

should be implemented that is capable of more accurately

modeling the relationship of piece size and processing

time.

4. INTERPRETATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS

An objective of using a simulation modeling approach

to study alternative production systems is to produce a
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simulated system that is balanced in material flow and

economical to operate. These criteria are applied to

each of the competing alternative system designs. The

winning alternative is then chosen based on the system

performance with respect to these criteria in addition to

other quantifiable and non-quantifiable criteria that

were not included in the model.

In order to judge the model performance, results of a

simulation run must be interpreted. A custom summary

report is provided by LOGSIM to facilitate interpretation

of results. This report facility is far superior to the

standard SLAM II summary report in many respects. The

output is readable and contains pertinent and easy to

understand statistics.

To obtain an accurate estimate of the system parame-

ters, multiple runs for each set of input parameters must

be made. Furthermore, several iterations of the modeling

phase (discussed in chapter I) are often necessary to

obtain a balanced and economical system configuration.

After attempting to balance a proposed system using

LOGSIM, it quickly becomes apparent that many time con-

suming iterations must be made. In each iteration the

input parameters must be adjusted, multiple runs need to

be made, and the output statistics must be interpreted.

The amount of output generated grows quickly and the user

can be left frustrated. To assist the user, it would be
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helpful to provide an enhanced output facility allowing

quick assessment of the system performance with respect

to a limited set of representative criteria. The most

promising enhancement would be the addition of a graphi-

cal output facility.

5. STOCHASTIC CONVERGENCE OF STATISTICS

Simulation is used to examine the behavior of a

system by studying a model of that system. Based on the

behavior of the model under a given set of input condi-

tions, inferences can be made about the behavior of the

real world system under the same conditions. The validi-

ty of this inference mechanism is dependent on the degree

of certainty of the simulation results. In order to make

valid inferences based on the simulation results, the

simulation must have run long enough for the system to

have reached steady state behavior with respect to the

important statistics. It also may be important to know

how long it takes to reach steady state conditions.

Finally, once steady state operation has been achieved,

it is necessary to know how much variability can be

expected for the system statistics.

With the current version of LOGSIM, there is no way

to directly estimate the degree of stochastic convergence

obtained for any of the statistics in the output summary

report. Multiple runs can be made for a given set of
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input parameters. Once the runs are complete, a hand

calculation is required to obtain the standard deviation

for each statistic in the summary report. This has

several shortcomings if nothing is known about the degree

of convergence. The resultant standard deviations give

only a "snapshot" of the variations present in the model

at the end of the run for the chosen volume of fiber to

harvest. If provided with only this information, it is

not known if the variability for statistics has stabi-

lized, or if it is decreasing or cyclic in nature. When

attempting to improve the performance of a given system,

several iterations may be required. The changes made to

system parameters may impact steady state behavior.

Using only one run for each set of input parameters may

waste time if the change observed in the model behavior

(due to alteration of input parameters) is obscured by

variation attributed to non-steady state behavior. On

the other hand, it is impractical to make multiple runs

for each set of input conditions due to long run times.

In any case, it is ineffective to attempt to improve the

performance of a given model unless the simulated system

is approaching steady state at the end of a simulation

run.

A useful improvement to LOGSIM would be to provide a

facility for evaluating the degree of stochastic conver-

gence obtained in a single simulation run. Such an
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output capability would allow the analyst to estimate the

accuracy of the output statistics that are being used to

judge system performance. This addition would greatly

simplify the performance improvement process.

6.GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS

Several areas in LOGSIM need improvement. These

areas include eliminating redundancy of user input

prompts, eliminating redundancy of FORTRAN source code,

improving the structure of the FORTRAN code, providing

the program with input error trapping capabilities,

improvement and addition of editing functions in

FRONTEND, diverting LOGSIM output to DOS files, solving

coding problems that cause input/output errors in both

FRONTEND and LOGSIM, as well as general cleanup and

improvements to the on-screen prompts and error mes-

sages.

Overall, LOGSIM measures up to the performance stan-

dards that were originally specified. However, it has

the potential to become a more valuable and easier to use

modeling tool. Development of a second version of LOGSIM

that eliminates the aforementioned shortcomings is there-

fore justified.

B. PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS TO LOGSIM

The research objective of this project was to enhance
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the usefulness and capabilities of LOGSIM as an analyti-

cal simulation tool. The objective was achieved through

the development of a new version of the LOGSIM simulation

package. The second version introduces new features and

resolves problems that existed in the original version of

LOGSIM.

Use of LOGSIM to analyze a timber harvesting system

can be defined using the following procedure. First, the

system of interest is defined by inputting its configura-

tion and parameters. The system is then simulated and

results are output. The results are interpreted and

adjustments are made to the input parameters and configu-

ration. The cycle continues until the analyst is satis-

fied that an improved system has been produced. The

cycle for an experimental design is similar except inter-

pretation is conducted after all runs have been made for

a given design. The goal of this research was to opti-

mize LOGSIM's performance for use in the analysis cycle.

Development of the second version was carried out in

two major phases. In the first phase, new versions of

the input and editor programs in FRONTEND were produced

that improve both performance and "user-friendliness".

In the second phase, enhanced output capabilities were

developed and implemented for the LOGSIM simulation

module which enable the analyst to answer pertinent

questions more efficiently and with greater certainty.
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The objective of phase one was to revise the FRONTEND

program of LOGSIM so that inputting and editing model

configurations and parameters would be as quick and

trouble-free as possible. To achieve this, redundancy of

input prompts were minimized by defaulting over all

prompts that become unnecessary due to the progression of

user input. Improved editing functions were added to the

model input module of FRONTEND to facilitate the tedious

task of defining a model. The FRONTEND editor module was

improved by the addition of several new editing facili-

ties that simplify the editing process.

An additional feature added to FRONTEND is full

error-trapping that allows recovery from invalid re-

sponses to input prompts. This prevents the program from

"crashing" during an input or editing session resulting

in the loss of input or changes before they can be saved.

This is a serious problem with LOGSIM. A typical model

definition session may take as long as thirty minutes.

It is possible to enter an invalid response (for example,

a real number instead of an integer) resulting in termi-

nation of the program and the loss of all work done up to

that point. Furthermore, it was found that first time

users, in a classroom environment, were typically unable

to successfully complete a model definition or editing

session on the first try and would have to make several

attempts until all of the pitfalls were encountered and
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learned. The prospective users became discouraged and

lost faith in the program, perceiving it as difficult to

use. This is a serious flaw that runs counter to a

"user-friendly" environment.

Phase two of development was implemented in three

parts. In the first part, a facility for graphical

output was developed that allows visual assessment of the

degree of stochastic convergence obtained in a single

simulation run. In the second part, a graphical facility

was developed that allows the user to compare important

summary statistics to assess the balance of material

flow. The final part was the development of several

additional output options and features.

C. METHODS AND APPROACH

In order to meet the objectives of this research

project in the best way possible and within an acceptable

time frame, the following methods were adopted.

The areas of concentration for the required develop-

ment included improvement of the FRONTEND user environ-

ment, correcting operational deficiencies (finding and

removing bugs and logic errors in the program), identi-

fying deficient assumptions and implementing changes to

improve them, and adding a graphical output facility to

improve performance of the output interpretation step in

the analysis cycle.
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To maximize the effectiveness of this research effort

the previously mentioned two-phase approach was taken

which divided the research activities. Half of the

development effort was allocated to each phase. These

phases were essentially independent and equally impor-

tant. The first phase concentrates on the model input

facility while the second phase focuses on the model

function, output and interpretation facilities.

User feedback was successfully used to guide improve-

ments in LOGSIM. The program was periodically tested by

another graduate student who was familiar with LOGSIM.

In this way, problems with the new version were readily

identified as it was developed. This ensured that time

would not be wasted implementing ideas that did not

progress the project toward the objective.

The new version was verified extensively throughout

its development. Any problems that surfaced during the

development and testing stages were corrected as they

were encountered. The result is a program that is easy to

use and as error free as possible.
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III. DETAILED DEVELOPMENT OF LOGSIM VERSION TWO

A. DESCRIPTION OF FRONTEND MODIFICATIONS

1. REVISED STRUCTURE OF FORTRAN MODULES

The original version of FRONTEND is not well orga-

nized with respect to principles of structured program-

ming. FRONTEND code is contained in five large modules,

each performing several functions. Also, the FORTRAN

GOTO command is used extensively which is inconsistent

with top-down flow characteristic of structured program-

ming (Friedman, 1981).

The first step performed in the revision of FRONTEND

was to divide the code into smaller independent modules

based on specific function (see Figure 2). The smaller

modules allow fast FORTRAN editing, compiling and linking

functions which facilitate revision of code, addition of

code, and code verification. Because each module func-

tions independently of the others, the entire program can

be verified simply by verifying each module's function.

There are now fourteen modules that comprise FRONTEND:

FRONTEND: main driver program

READIN: model definition driver

READ1: input system configuration, parameters

READ2: input process parameters

READ3: input machine assignments



FIGURE 2: MODULE STRUCTURE OF FRONTEND
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READ4: input machine and breakdown parameters

MODIFY: model editor driver

EDIT1: system parameter editor

EDIT2: material size distribution editor

EDITS: process parameter editor

EDIT4: machine parameter editor

EDIT5: machine breakdown distribution editor

MODPRINT: model output driver

INITREAD: retrieves model file

SAVE: saves model file

The new structure of FRONTEND utilizes nested sub-

routine calls that correspond to the levels of FRONTEND

menus.

2. MODEL DEFINITION FUNCTION CHANGES

The model definition function is performed in seven

phases. The code in each phase was reviewed. Where

necessary, existing code was modified or eliminated and

new code was written.

Phase One

Phase one input consists of general system parame-

ters. A file name, amount of fiber to be harvested, and

the time delay parameters are specified.

The latter two parameters affect the run length of
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the simulation. FRONTEND uses formatted input for user

responses to prompts. In the case of real number input,

a decimal must be used to hold the zero's place. If

omitted, the program automatically places the decimal

point according to the programmed format which may not be

in the position the user intended.

An echo of the system parameter input was added to

this phase to allow the user to view the input. If no

decimal was used for input, then the value for the time

delay parameter will be incorrect. The user is then of-

fered an opportunity to edit the parameters.

Formatted input is used throughout FRONTEND. If the

decimal was omitted, then the opportunity to view input

during phase one reminds the user of the requirement for

using the decimal for real number input.

Phase Two

Phase two is used to define the network of material

flow. Processes are activated to define this flow. The

previous version required the user to give an incoming

origin and outgoing destination for each of the thirteen

processes. A total of twenty-four responses are required

to complete this phase. A built-in logic check verifies

that the flow defined is legal after the user finishes

inputting the flow. If an input mistake is made, the

entire flow has to be reentered.
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Phase two has been completely revised. Now the user

is only required to give one response for each process

activated minus one (process one is automatically acti-

vated). The user is simply asked for the outgoing desti-

nation of process one. This destination then becomes the

current process and the user is prompted for its outgoing

destination and so on until either process twelve and/or

thirteen is reached. It is now not possible to define an

illegal material flow. Thus, the logic checking code in

the previous version is eliminated. To aid the user in

determining what configurations are legal, five simple

rules are given at the start of phase two. After input

is complete the flow is displayed. If an input error was

made, the user re-inputs the flow.

Phase Three

At the start of phase three, the user is prompted

for the number of material size distributions that are to

be used, eliminating the need for the user to manually

default over the unused distributions. A distribution

editing function is added to phase three. It is now no

longer necessary to reenter the entire distribution if an

input error is made. The distribution is displayed

immediately after inputting. If any changes need to be

made, the entire distribution can be reentered or a

frequency class may be selected for editing. Built-in
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logic ensures that any changes made to the cumulative

frequency of a class will also preserve the ascending

order required. If this order is violated, a descriptive

error message is displayed and the user is asked to

reenter the data. If the last frequency class is edited

to reduce the cumulative frequency to less than 100%,

then the input of an additional frequency class is

forced.

Phase Four

The process parameters are entered to describe a

process in this phase. The default values were improved

in the initial input for this phase. In addition, an

editing function was added that no longer requires the

user to reenter all of the process data if an input error

is made. After the parameters are input for a process,

their values are displayed. To edit the parameters the

user can step through them one-at-a-time. For each

prompt the current input value is displayed. If it is to

remain unchanged the user simply hits <return>. If it is

to be changed, the user replies with <Y> and then is

prompted for the new value of the parameter. This ed-

iting function is simple and fast.

Phase Five

Specification of the resources is done in phase
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five. For each process the user is asked for the number

of machines of each type to allocate. After input for a

process the input results are displayed. If the user

desires to change any allocations, the new edit function

will step through each machine type and display the

current number allocated and offer an opportunity to

change the data by responding with <Y>. The user is then

prompted for new data. If no change is desired, the

<return> key will display the next machine type alloca-

tion.

Process eleven prompts for the material flow split

percentage if this process has been activated. Once the

first percentage is input, the second percentage is auto-

matically calculated and given as the default response to

the prompt for the second split percentage. Due to the

simplicity of this phase of input, no additional develop-

ment of editing capability was justified.

Phase Six

The machine parameters for each type of machine that

is activated are input in phase six. As in phase four,

the defaults for this phase were improved. In addition,

an editing function was added that operates identically

to the phase four process parameter editor.
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Phase Seven

Machine breakdown parameters are input in this phase

for each machine type that is a candidate for failure.

To model machine breakdowns, empirical distributions must

be input for both inter-failure times and repair times.

Input for this phase is tedious if many types of machines

are to have breakdowns modeled.

Two modifications were made to facilitate the input

task for this phase. First, for each machine type acti-

vated the user is asked if breakdowns are to be modeled.

If not, the two distributions are automatically defaulted

to null. Previously, these distributions had to be manu-

ally defaulted if no breakdowns were to be modeled for

the machine type. This feature becomes particularly

useful when breakdowns are modeled for only a few ma-

chines. Second, a distribution editing function was

added for modification of cumulative frequency classes.

The function of this editing capability is identical to

the frequency class editor of phase three. The user can

select to reenter both distributions or choose to modify

a frequency class from either the failure or repair

distribution. Due to the quantity of data that may be

required at this phase of input, errors are expected.

The ability to make changes to input, as each distribu-

tion is specified, was a needed improvement over the

first version.
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3. MODEL PRINTOUT ROUTINE CHANGES

In the first version of FRONTEND the model output

function did not operate correctly. Also, MODPRINT only

allowed output to the monitor screen and printer.

Problems with the FORTRAN output unit specifiers in

MODPRINT caused the output procedure to fail to execute

correctly when the printer option was selected. To

finish the print procedure, the unit specifier "LPT1" had

to be entered. This, of course, assumed that the user

would know to respond with "LPT1". Furthermore, if the

output to printer option was used the model definition

file would not be closed properly, rendering the file

unusable. If the file had not been "backed-up", then the

work would be lost.

Modifications have been made to MODPRINT that cor-

rect the problems mentioned above. An output to file

facility was added to the MODPRINT menu. If output to a

file is selected, the model definition will be generated

and stored in a DOS ASCII file named MODELDEF. This file

should be renamed if the model definition file is to be

saved. This feature allows a model definition report to

be created using a word processor.

MODPRINT now functions error free and is more useful

for generating documentation for simulation study re-

ports.
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4. MODEL EDITING FUNCTION CHANGES

Although limited editing capabilities have been

added to the model definition routines, MODIFY and its

associated routines EDIT1, EDIT2, EDIT3, EDIT4, and EDIT5

perform the bulk of the editing functions. Generally,

model definition files can be created free of error

utilizing the editing functions available in READIN. The

bulk of editing activity is performed when the model

definition is used in an actual simulation study. Many

modifications of model parameters must be made during the

course of the analysis cycle. The new version of MODIFY

has been created to optimize its performance with respect

to the demands of this cycle.

Editing System Parameters

System parameters editing functions are contained in

EDIT1. The only change made to this editing function was

to improve the defaults. The original version needed no

additional improvements.

Editing Material Size Distributions

The original version of the material size distribu-

tion editor required the entire distribution to be reen-

tered to make a change. To improve EDIT2, a set of

editing functions was developed. After viewing the

desired distribution, the user is given the opportunity
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to completely re-do the distribution or delete, insert or

edit an individual frequency class. Built-in logic

checks user input to ensure that valid data is entered.

The insert function takes a class number as input.

Class numbers greater than or equal to the inserted class

number are incremented. If ten classes have already been

defined, the use of this function is not allowed. The

delete function allows the user to delete a frequency

class. Deleting the last frequency class is not allowed.

The frequency class editing function operates identically

to its counterpart in phase three of the model definition

routine. However, when a class is selected, the current

value of the frequency class data is given as a default.

These additions make editing material size distributions

an easy task.

Editing Process Parameters

The process parameter editing function has been

modified to eliminate the requirement that all process

parameters be reentered if a change is to be made. The

user can view the process parameters and choose to edit

individual parameters if desired. This editing function

allows the user to step through the parameters one-at-a-

time simply by hitting <return> to view the next parame-

ter. If a parameter is to be changed, the user responds

with <Y>. A prompt for the new parameter is then given.
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Hitting <return> again enters the new data and displays

the next parameter.

Editing Machine Parameters

The machine parameter editing function required that

all parameters be reentered if a change was to be made.

The new version of the editing function operates identi-

cally to the process parameter editing function.

Editing Machine Breakdown Distributions

The new version of the machine breakdown distribu-

tion editor no longer requires both distributions to be

reentered to make a single change. After viewing the

inter-failure time and repair time distributions the user

can choose to completely re-do both distributions or

select an editing function. Editing functions for in-

serting, deleting or editing an individual frequency

class for either of the two distributions can be selected

from an editing menu for machine breakdown distributions.

These editing functions operate in the same manner as the

functions in the material size distribution editor.

5. GENERAL FRONTEND MODIFICATIONS

In the new version of FRONTEND several features were

added that can be classified as general changes. These

additions include full input error trapping and recovery,
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addition of descriptive input error messages, a default

file extension for model definition files, and fail safe

measures designed to prevent users from unintentionally

failing to save inputted or edited work.

To prevent FRONTEND from crashing due to user input

that results in a data type mismatch, full error trapping

has been added to FRONTEND. To accomplish this the

FORTRAN IOSTAT function is utilized for all read state-

ments. This allows the program to detect data type

mismatches when they occur. The program is provided with

logic to resolve the input error. When an input error

occurs, the input data is discarded and the input prompt

is repeated. To the user it appears that the program

rejected the input value and asked for the input parame-

ter again. It is now impossible to accidently terminate

FRONTEND by inputting invalid data.

The IOSTAT function is also used to detect the

"disk-full" write error that occurs if there is insuffi-

cient space (model definition files require 31612 bytes)

on the default drive for FRONTEND to save the model

definition file. When this condition occurs the user is

prompted that a "disk-full" error has occurred and an

opportunity to replace the diskette is given. This

prevents work from being lost due to accidental termina-

tion of FRONTEND.
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Another feature added to the program that will be

particularly helpful for the inexperienced LOGSIM user is

descriptive input error messages. There are many pit-

falls in FRONTEND that are difficult to escape if the

reason for the invalid input error is unknown to the

user. Except in a few cases, the first version of

FRONTEND offered only the response "HI CANNOT BE,

PLEASE TRY AGAIN !!!" when the user attempted to enter

invalid input parameters. Nearly all of these error

messages have been replaced with descriptive statements

that identify the cause of the input error. In most

cases the user will be able to identify a valid input

parameter value and will avoid becoming stuck at the

current input prompt.

A simple but beneficial feature added to FRONTEND is

the default file extension ".MOD". FRONTEND will auto-

matically append this file extension to model definition

files if no other extension is named. This makes it easy

for the user to utilize this extension to designate model

definition files.

Two fail-safe features were added to the MODIFY pro-

gram to prevent the user from accidently losing editing

work. In MODIFY the SAVE function has been changed. Now

the user can intermittently save changes made to the

model file currently being edited without leaving MODIFY.

Previously, when a model was saved, control was returned
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to the main FRONTEND menu. To resume editing, the model

file had to be retrieved again. Because loading a file

into memory is a slow process, intermittently saving

changes was inconvenient. It is now possible to access

the save function from the main MODIFY menu without

terminating MODIFY. The only way to exit the editing

routine is by selecting the "return to FRONTEND main

menu" option in the MODIFY main menu. If the user se-

lects the quit option and editing has been done since the

last call to SAVE, the user will be prompted that the

most recent changes have not been saved. The user is

again given the opportunity to save the changes.

B. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION MODULE CHANGES

1. THE SUMMARY OUTPUT FILE REPORT

The option of routing the summary report to a file

was added. In the first version, it was only possible to

route the output report to the monitor screen or a line

printer. This was a severe deficiency. The volume of

output produced is large and, in most cases, only a small

amount of it is used in the typical model optimization

cycle. A printed report is awkward to use in its raw

form and is slow to print out. A new LOGSIM facility

routes the simulation output directly to a DOS ASCII file

named REPORT upon completion of the simulation. The file
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can be viewed and edited using a word-processor program.

This allows generation of custom reports containing only

the desired information. REPORT files provide an excel-

lent medium for storage of simulation results.

Upon completion of the simulation, the file REPORT

needs to be renamed in order to be saved. LOGSIM will

over-write REPORT on subsequent simulation runs. In the

case where multiple runs are made, however, each report

is appended to the end of REPORT rather than over-writing

it.

2. DISCRETE TIME SAMPLING FOR STATISTICS

To generate auxiliary data to be used for analysis

of stochastic convergence of simulation runs, a discrete

time sampling mechanism was added to LOGSIM. This mecha-

nism is optionally activated by the user in the LOGSIM

simulation module. If used, the user inputs an inter-

sampling time. During the simulation run the program

uses this time to collect observations of the system cost

per unit and hour statistics. Observations of these

statistics are collected at the designated interval of

time.

To implement this sampling function, an independent

SLAM sub-network was created in HARVEST. At the begin-

ning of the simulation program a single entity is created

and placed in a delay loop for the duration of the simu-
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lation. The entity is delayed for the amount of time

designated by the user input data. After this delay, the

USERF function is called (with a code 150) for the sam-

pling function. Statistics are calculated and written to

output file CONVDATA. The code required to generate the

cost statistics is contained in a single block within

USERF. To implement the statistical function, row 14 of

the SLAM user array ARRAY was used as accumulators for

units of fiber processed for each of the thirteen pro-

cesses (ARRAY(14,1-13)) and units processed by loaders

(MKRAY(14,14)). After execution of USERF(150) is com-

pleted, the entity is cycled through the delay loop again

and the process repeats.

Two flags are used to control the operation of the

sampling function. If the user selects the sampling

function in INTCL, then SLAM variable XX(11) is used as a

flag to indicate that the sampling function is to be

activated. SLAM variable ARRAY(14,15) is used as a flag

to open file CONVDATA in USERF(150). If XX(11) has not

been set, then the sampling entity is immediately de-

stroyed. If XX(11) has been set then on the first call

to USERF(150), file CONVDATA is opened and ARRAY(14,15)

is set to TRUE. On subsequent calls to USERF(150) the

code to open CONVDATA is skipped. SLAM variable XX(12)

is used to store the inter-sampling time.
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3. DATA FILE CONVDATA

If the stochastic convergence sampling function for

cost statistics has been activated then the DOS file

CONVDATA is created. Throughout the duration of the

simulation run the observations of the cost statistics

are output to the file. As soon as all of the fiber has

been throughput, CONVDATA is tagged with an EOF (end of

file) observation. CONVDATA is then closed. These final

steps are performed at the end of USERF(120) after the

summary report has been generated. When multiple simula-

tion runs are made, CONVDATA will always be closed pro-

ceeding the first run. No time statistics are collected

for cost in subsequent runs. Use of CONVDATA is de-

scribed in detail in Chapter IV.

4. DATA FILE UTILDATA

An additional capability added to LOGSIM is the op-

tional generation of the DOS output file UTILDATA. This

feature allows the user to generate an auxiliary output

file containing the raw net utilization statistics for

all machines types activated. Code that creates this

file is contained within the LOGSIM summary report gener-

ation function in USERF(120). If multiple simulation

runs are made then a set of observations for each run is

written to UTILDATA. Use of this file is described in

detail in Chapter IV.
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5. STATISTICAL FUNCTION CORRECTIONS

After studying the LOGSIM summary report generating

function in USERF(120), logic errors were discovered in

two of the statistics calculations. One error was found

in the process 11 statistics function, the other was

found in the loader statistics function.

In the process 11 statistics function, the total

cost of activated machines was calculated incorrectly.

An undefined variable was used for the total number of

hours process 11 machines were active. Because the only

available machine types for process 11 are loaders, the

variable cost component is now calculated using the

accumulator for sum productive hours for loader sorting

(ARRAY(7,18)). The fixed cost component is now calcu-

lated using the total time of the harvesting operation.

This assumption was made because it reflects the way

loaders are scheduled and fixed costs are calculated in

actual practice. It should be noted that the fixed cost

component is reported for process 11 even though it is

also included in the loader summary section as well. If

the loader assigned to process 11 is also assigned to

other processes, the fixed cost calculation will not be

accurate.

A second error was found in the statistical calcula-

tion for loaders. The error was again in the calculation

of total cost of operating loaders. The error only oc-
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curred in the portion of the report that gives the loader

summary statistics. An undefined variable was used in

the equation to calculate the cumulative sum of variable

and fixed costs for all active loaders. This variable

was replaced with a function that calculated the total

number of loader-hours to be used in the calculation of

the fixed cost component for each loader type. The

loader summary report section now functions correctly.

Note that the process eleven loader cost statistics are

included in this report as well as in the process eleven

report. This is done because the only possible machine

type for process 11 is a loader.

C. GENERAL CHANGES TO LOGSIM

1. USER FUNCTION PROCESSING TIMES

It is now possible to directly model variable pro-

cessing time for machines as a linear function of piece

size of material. This is accomplished through modifica-

tions to the SLAM network model HARVEST and the addition

of two functions to calculate variable processing time in

USERF. The calculation of variable processing times for

regular machines is performed by USERF(140). The calcu-

lation of variable processing times for loaders is per-

formed by USERF(141).
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If the user activates the user function facility for

calculating variable processing times for a process, then

the standard function is not used in HARVEST. Instead,

one of two processing time functions is called from the

network model. Loaders use a separate function than

regular machine types. The linear function uses the

previously defined average time per piece as a constant

time per piece. An additional time is calculated as the

user input machine processing rate (MCHRATE(type number))

times the size of the piece being processed. The units

of the rate parameter are hours per cubic foot of fiber.

Processing time for a load is then the sum of the indi-

vidual processing times of the pieces.

The method selected to calculate processing times is

specified as a process parameter and is common to all ma-

chines associated with the process. Loaders are an

exception. It is possible for loader processing times to

be calculated by both delay methods. This occurs if the

loader is shared by two or more processes that use dif-

ferent delay methods. Currently, the original processing

time function and the new linear function of piece size

are available.

2. SYSTEM DEFINITION FILE FORMAT CHANGES

To implement the user function processing time

option it was necessary to add forty-two additional
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parameters to LOGSIM model definition files. These

parameters are the previously mentioned machine pro-

cessing rates stored in the array MCHRATE. This altered

the format of the model definition file. The rate param-

eters are the last forty-two values stored in a defini-

tion file.

The changes in the file structure resulted in incom-

patibility between version I and version II. Model

definition files created using FRONTEND version II can be

used with version I LOGSIM and FRONTEND. If version II

files are used with version I, the additional rate param-

eters will be ignored. Model definition files created

with FRONTEND version I are not compatible with version

II FRONTEND and LOGSIM. A read error will occur when

attempting to use version I definition files. To allow

version I model files to be easily converted to version

II format, a LOGSIM utility program called ONETWO was

created to perform the conversion. ONETWO is straight-

forward to use and will perform the file format change

from version I to II, or the reverse.

3. SUMMARY TABLE OF LOGSIM MODIFICATIONS

To develop the second version of LOGSIM, several of

the unused SLAM variables were utilized to implement new

features and functions. These additional SLAM variables

have been defined as:
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XX(11):= Flag for cost convergence sampling

XX(12):= Time between samples for cost statistics

XX(13):= Flag for display of intermediate results

ARRAY(14,1):= Cumulative units processed, process 1

ARRAY(14,2):= Cumulative units processed, process 2

ARRAY(14,3):= Cumulative units processed, process 3

ARRAY(14,4):= Cumulative units processed, process 4

ARRAY(14,5):= Cumulative units processed, process 5

ARRAY(14,6):= Cumulative units processed, process 6

ARRAY(14,7):= Cumulative units processed, process 7

ARRAY(14,8):= Cumulative units processed, process 8

ARRAY(14,9):= Cumulative units processed, process 9

ARRAY(14,10):= Cumulative units processed, process 10

ARRAY(14,11):= Cumulative units processed, process 11

ARRAY(14,12):= Cumulative units processed, process 12

ARRAY(14,13):= Cumulative units processed, process 13

ARRAY(14,14):= Cumulative units processed by loaders

ARRAY(14,15):= Flag to indicate file CONVDATA opened

New functions were added to the USERF module. In

addition, some existing functions required changes to

implement the new features. These functions are defined

as:

USERF(120): Generates summary report. Modifications

made to open and close files for output.
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Statistical calculations corrected.

USERF(131): Generates intermediate simulation results.

Modified to be triggered by flag XX(13).

USERF(140): User function to calculate variable ma-

chine processing time for regular machine types.

USERF(141): User function to calculate variable ma-

chine processing time for loaders.

USERF(150): Statistical calculation routine for sam-

pling stochastic convergence of cost statistics.

4. INTERMEDIATE RESULTS DISPLAY OPTION

An addition to the LOGSIM simulation module is the

optional display of intermediate results during actual

simulation runs. Previously, two versions of LOGSIM were

available. One displayed intermediate results and the

other did not. If the user selects the intermediate re-

sults option, LOGSIM will periodically display a message

indicating the current run number, amount of fiber pro-

cessed by the system, the current time, and the current

simulated time. This output can be used to verify that

the simulation is running properly.

SLAM variable XX(13) is used as a flag to indicate

that the intermediate output has been selected. Code to

generate the output is in USERF(131).
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5. A NOTE ON RUNNING SIMULATIONS

Problems arise when the user tries to force short

simulation runs by reducing the total amount of fiber to

be harvested. If the total amount harvested, as speci-

fied in the general system parameters, is less than the

start-up inventory level for the second process, then the

simulation program will fail to execute correctly. The

same execution error will occur if the amount to be

harvested is less than any of the other process's initial

start-up levels. The program will continue to run with

all of the processes shut down. Thus, the stopping

condition will never occur because no fiber is being

processed.
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IV. GRAPHICAL OUTPUT ENHANCEMENT

A. INTRODUCTION

LSGRAPH (Logging Simulator GRAPHics) is a statisti-

cal graphics utility program developed for the LOGSIM

mechanized timber harvesting system simulator. LSGRAPH

produces graphical output that is useful for analyzing

LOGSIM simulation results. Three different graphs can be

generated from two optional LOGSIM output files. The

following is a detailed discussion of the motivation for

and the development of the LSGRAPH program.

B. THE NEED FOR GRAPHICAL OUTPUT

1. JUSTIFICATION FOR A GRAPHICS APPROACH

The LOGSIM summary report contains a large quantity

of statistical data. As discussed previously, only a

portion of this data is essential for evaluating the

balance of material flow and the level of economic per-

formance of the model. The volume and format of output

generated can make interpretation of results more diffi-

cult than necessary. A well-designed graphical output

tool would allow the user to compare important summary

statistics to make a quick and accurate assessment of the

overall system performance.
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2. GRAPHS CHOSEN FOR IMPLEMENTATION

The selection of summary statistics to be included

in the graphical output facility was an important first

step for implementation. The most important criteria for

optimization of system performance are the balance of

material flow and economic efficiency. LOGSIM summary

statistics most representative of these criteria are the

utilizations of the individual machine types for each

process and the cost per unit of fiber throughput.

The graphs selected for implementation not only

needed to characterize the system performance with re-

spect to balance and cost, but also needed to give the

analyst an estimate of the characterization's accuracy.

That is, optimum graphical output should give a visual

comparison of the machine utilizations so that bottle-

necks can be identified and a profile of the cost per-

formance can be obtained. In addition, it should allow

an assessment of the overall level of stochastic conver-

gence and estimates of the degree of variability of the

statistics displayed.

With these requirements in mind, three graphs were

chosen for implementation. A bar chart displaying the

net utilizations for each machine type, grouped by pro-

cess, was selected to display the balance of material

flow. Graphs for cost per unit throughput and cost per

hour of operation versus time were selected to display
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the economic performance and convergence of these statis-

tics.

The machine net utilization bar chart displays a bar

for each active machine type's net utilization. Addi-

tionally, if multiple runs are made, the graph is capable

of displaying the standard error of each statistic. This

allows the analyst to visualize the bottleneck and non-

bottleneck processes after accounting for the variability

of the utilizations. The bar chart also indicates how

efficiently each machine type is utilized for a given

process.

Interpretation of the utilization graph is simple.

It enables the analyst to decide which process's statis-

tics in the LOGSIM summary report should be more closely

examined. It also gives insight on how the system's

resources could be redistributed to better balance the

system and decrease the contribution of fixed costs to

total costs. The graph can also be used to indicate

where additional resources should be allocated. By

examining the gross utilizations for bottleneck processes

in the LOGSIM summary report, the analyst can identify

where preventative maintenance can make the most impact

if machine breakdowns are limiting the utilization of

these machines.

The second and third graphs are the cost per unit

processed versus time and the cost per hour of operation
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versus time. These graphs display the degree of

stochastic convergence obtained for these cost statis-

tics. The individual observations of the cost statistics

are obtained from a single simulation run by sampling at

discrete intervals of time. Using these graphs, the

analyst can determine the approximate long-term operating

cost of the system being modeled.

If the system statistics for cost have been shown to

have reached steady state after some length of time, then

it is usually reasonable to assume that other statistics

will have reached steady state by that time as well. The

basis for this assumption is that all machines in the

system contribute both fixed and variable components of

cost to the system cost statistics in accordance with

their dynamic behavior. Thus, if system cost statistics

have reached steady state, then the underlying system

must be stable. The time at which steady state has been

reached can be estimated from the cost graphs. Subse-

quent simulation runs should have a minimum duration

equivalent to this so-called convergence time. This will

ensure that a valid inference is made about the system

behavior based on the statistics obtained in the simula-

tion run.

The ability to predict the approximate time at which

steady state is reached has a significant advantage.

Knowledge of this time can enable the user to reduce the
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quantity of fiber to be harvested for subsequent simula-

tion runs. The result is shorter simulation runs that

still reach steady state. It is possible to estimate the

amount by which the harvested volume can be reduced using

the approximate convergence time. The statistics gener-

ated from the shorter simulation runs should reflect

steady state conditions.

This strategy for reducing simulation run times,

while at the same time preserving stochastic convergence

of the system, will generally be successful provided that

certain conditions hold. First, the simulated system

must have a short cycle time relative to the observed

duration of the harvesting operation. Second, the aver-

age process buffer inventories must be relatively small

compared to the total amount that was harvested. (See

Chapter V for further explanation).

The cost graphs can be used to answer other ques-

tions about the system's economic performance. For

example, in some cases the capital intensiveness of the

system may be of interest. Two systems may perform

identically with respect to final system cost statistics

but the cash flow required to sustain operation of one

system may not be balanced over the duration of the

harvesting operation. Comparisons of system cost over

time can be made using the graphs. The better balanced

of two systems would generally be more desirable.
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C. PROGRAMMING TOOL SELECTION FOR GRAPHICS

An important step required for implementation of the

graphical output facility was selection of a programming

tool. The most important criteria influencing this deci-

sion were the constraints the system required to support

the graphics program and the desire to provide high

quality graphics.

1. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

The driving consideration for selecting a program-

ming tool for graphics implementation was that the final

simulation and analysis package be a stand-alone PC based

system. Using a purchased software package (such as

Lotus) for graphical output was ruled out. To be versa-

tile, the final LOGSIM package should only require an IBM

compatible PC with monochrome graphics and a SLAM II

system disk to operate. Requiring additional purchased

software would be contrary to the self-contained con-

cept.

2. ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMING TOOLS

With the restrictions on software, only two options

were available for implementation of graphics. One

option was to obtain graphical output freeware. The

second option was the development of new software. This

second option was chosen for the project.
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Programming tools considered for developing a graph-

ics program were MS FORTRAN (Microsoft Corporation,

1985), Borland Turbo Basic and Turbo C (Borland Interna-

tional, 1987). Graphics routines would be easy to imple-

ment in FORTRAN, however block graphics would have to be

used resulting in low resolution. The Borland packages

include high resolution graphics libraries. This graphi-

cal capability would allow development of superior quali-

ty graphics.

Turbo C was selected because it would be possible to

develop the highest quality graphics in a satisfactory

length of time. Borland also has a liberal licensing

agreement that has no restriction on distribution of user

developed software. Also, by using Turbo C, it would be

possible to develop an executable (does not require the

original Turbo C software to run) graphics program that

operates independently of the LOGSIM and SLAM II soft-

ware. This is an advantage because operation of LOGSIM

requires that the SLAM II system disk be available to

start the program. A separate graphics program could be

used without the SLAM software.

D. INTERFACE OF LOGSIM AND LSGRAPH

Implementation of a graphics program using Turbo C

required that an interface between LOGSIM and the graph-

ics program be developed.
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To provide the interface between LOGSIM and LSGRAPH,

DOS files are utilized. These files provide an excellent

storage medium for simulation results until analysis is

performed. Two separate ASCII files are generated by

LOGSIM for use by LSGRAPH. These files are UTILDATA and

CONVDATA.

UTILDATA contains the net utilization statistics for

all active machine types in the simulated system. If

multiple runs are made, UTILDATA will contain a set of

observations for each run. A record in UTILDATA consists

of the machine type identification number and its net

utilization statistic. One record is included for each

active machine type. Records for observations made in

subsequent runs are appended to UTILDATA. Once the last

run is made and all utilization statistics are output to

UTILDATA, an end of file record is appended for use by

LSGRAPH.

CONVDATA contains the observations of the system

cost per unit and cost per hour statistics with the time

of sampling for each observation. If multiple runs are

made, CONVDATA will only contain data from the first run.

A record in CONVDATA consists of the simulated time of

the observation and statistics for cost per unit and cost

per hour. After the final observation in the sample is

output to CONVDATA, an end of file record is appended for

use by LSGRAPH.
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E. LSGRAPH STRUCTURE

The graphical output program LSGRAPH was developed

by programming fifteen modules of code (functions).

These functions perform the various tasks required to

create the graphical images on screen from the LOGSIM

output files containing the statistics. The necessary

tasks include reading data files, processing statistics,

initializing graphics mode, axis scaling and labeling,

and plotting observations.

The operation of LSGRAPH is best illustrated by the

following descriptions of the individual functions. The

inter-relationships of these functions are illustrated by

the function calling structure shown (see Figure 3).

GET GRAPH SIZES: Reads the graph size parameters from

the file GRAFSIZE.CON upon start-up of LSGRAPH. If

the file is not present on the default drive, then

it will be created using pre-programmed defaults.

MAIN MENU: Draws the LSGRAPH user's menu.

CHANGE GRAPH SIZES: Activated by the user from the

menu to change one or more of the graph size attrib-

utes. Changes are lost at termination of the

program unless the save option is used.

MAKE TEXT WINDOW: Creates a border for text messages

and and prompts using block graphics characters.

Arguments are the text mode row and column numbers

for the borders of the text window and title.



FIGURE 3: LSGRAPH MODULE STRUCTURE
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UNIT COST VERT AXIS DO HORIZ AXIS HOUR COST VERT AXIS

GRAPHICS SETUP
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GRAPHICS SETUP: Initiates graphics mode. Automatical-

ly detects the graphics device type and calls the

appropriate device driver file. Device driver files

available are Hercules, CGA, EGA, VGA. The triplex

font file is included for text output in graphics

mode.

DO COST GRAPH: Driver function for the cost conver-

gence graphs. Prompts the user for the LOGSIM cost

convergence data file name. Calls the appropriate

functions to create the cost per unit and cost per

hour graphs.

READ TIME STATS: Reads cost data from the LOGSIM cost

convergence output file named in DO COST GRAPH.

Statistics read are observation time, cost per unit,

cost per hour.

UNIT COST GRAPH: Draws the cost per unit convergence

graph. Controls scaling functions for both axes,

draws legends and the graph title, and plots the

data points sequentially. Points are connected by

lines to approximate the cost curve.

HOUR COST GRAPH: Draws the cost per hour convergence

graph. Controls scaling functions for both axis,

draws legends and the graph title, and plots the

data points. Points are connected to approximate

the cost per hour curve.

DO HORIZ AXIS: Performs the horizontal axis scaling
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function in units of days. Chooses one of four

possible scales based on the length of the

simulation run in hours. Returns the X-axis scaling

factor. Draws and labels hash marks.

UNIT COST VERT AXIS: Performs the vertical axis

scaling function in units of dollars. Chooses one

of three vertical scales based on the calculated

upper bound for the observed cost per unit

statistics. Returns the Y-axis scaling factor.

Draws and labels hash marks.

HOUR COST VERT AXIS: Performs the vertical axis

scaling function in units of dollars. Arguments are

the cost per hour observations and sample size. Se-

lects one of four available vertical scales using

the following criteria. The average and standard

error are calculated for the observations. Then the

global variable NUM_SEs is used to calculate a

minimum and maximum cost for the vertical scale

according to the equation:

UPPER (LOWER) BOUND = AVE +(-) NUM_SEs x STD ERR.

By altering NUM_SEs in CHANGE GRAPH SIZES, the user

can select the vertical scale resolution.

DO MACHINE GRAPH: Driver function for the machine

utilization graph. Prompts the user for the LOGSIM

machine utilization data file name. Prompts for

selection of the standard error display option.
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READ MACHINE STATS: Reads LOGSIM machine utilization

data files. Inputs machine type number and

utilization for each activated machine type for each

simulation run. Average machine utilizations and

standard errors are calculated and returned to DO

MACHINE GRAPH.

DRAW BAR GRAPH: Sets up and draws the bar chart on the

screen. Tasks performed are vertical and horizontal

scaling, labeling, legends and titles, and drawing

the bars.

F. FUNCTION AND FEATURES OF LSGRAPH

I. OPERATION OF LSGRAPH

To control the operation of LSGRAPH, a menu is used

to allow the user to select the functions to be per-

formed. The options available are: 1) generate the

machine utilization bar chart, 2) generate the cost

graphs, 3) alter the on screen size of the graphs, or 4)

quit the program.

When the machine utilization bar chart option is se-

lected, the function DO MACHINE GRAPH is called. The

user is prompted for the name of the file containing the

LOGSIM output for machine net utilization statistics.

The user will then be asked to select the standard error

display option. The statistics are read for each run
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contained in the data file. The average and standard

error are calculated for each machine type. Finally, the

bar chart is generated.

When the cost convergence graph option is selected,

the function DO COST GRAPHS is called. The user is

prompted for the name of the file containing the observa-

tions of the cost per hour and cost per unit statistics.

The data records are read and the average and standard

error are calculated for the cost per hour observations.

The cost per unit graph is then generated. Hitting any

key erases the cost per unit graph and the cost per hour

graph is generated in its place.

Selecting the CHANGE GRAPH SIZES setting option

calls the function CHANGE GRAPH SIZES. This allows the

user to adjust the height and width of both types of

graphs to the desired size.

2. GENERATING HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

LSGRAPH operates in two screen modes. The menu and

prompts for all user input are produced in standard text

mode. Windows are created using block graphics charac-

ters to contain all text messages and input prompts. All

graphs are produced in the screen graphics mode.

To generate high resolution graphics, LSGRAPH uses

the graphics mode in which individual pixels (dots on the

screen) are accessed to draw graphs. A function called
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GRAPHICS SETUP was implemented to switch from standard

text mode to screen graphics mode. This automatically

detects the type of graphics card the PC is equipped with

and calls the appropriate graphics device driver file.

Drivers supplied with LSGRAPH are for Hercules, EGA, and

VGA graphics cards (CGA and others are also available).

If the PC does not have one of these types of graphics

cards then GRAPHICS SETUP will give the user an error

message.

In screen graphics mode it is possible to "turn on"

or "turn off" pixels using graphics library functions.

The desired image is created by selecting the pixels to

"turn on". To program graphics, pixels are referenced by

their on screen location. The location is given in

matrix row-column notation. The upper-left pixel is at

location (0,0) and the lower-right pixel is at (347,719)

for a monochrome monitor (348 rows x 720 columns, see

Figure 4). If a color monitor with EGA resolution (350

rows x 640 columns) is being used, then the bottom-right

pixel is at (349,639).

3. CHANGING THE GRAPH SIZE ATTRIBUTES

The sizes of the graphs produced on the monitor

screen can be adjusted by altering graph size attributes.

The attributes that determine the size of a graph are the

position of the left, right, top, and bottom borders.



FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE GRAPH SIZE SETTINGS
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The attributes for each of the two graph types are stored

in the LSGRAPH system configuration file GRAFSIZE.CON.

LSGRAPH reads the file to obtain the initial graph size

settings. Subsequent changes to the size attributes are

made using the CHANGE GRAPH SIZES function. These

changes are saved in the GRAFSIZE.CON file if the user

selects the save option. Otherwise, the changes are lost

at program termination.

When specifying a new graph size, the new row or

column number of the respective horizontal or vertical

border should be given. An attribute is left unchanged

by hitting the <return> key. An attribute is changed by

entering a new value and hitting <return>. Note that a

margin of approximately 50 pixels is required for the

graph title, vertical scale and legend, and horizontal

scale and legend. A margin on the right side is not

necessary.

The GRAFSIZE.CON file is also used to store addi-

tional attributes for the two cost graphs. An attribute

for the length of a system day in hours is used to gener-

ate the horizontal scale for both cost graphs. Another

attribute is used to determine the vertical resolution

for the cost per hour graph. The maximum and minimum

cost for the vertical axis is calculated as a function of

this attribute and the average and standard error of the

cost per hour observations. The vertical resolution can
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be adjusted by altering this attribute. When LSGRAPH is

started, the program searches for the GRAFSIZE.CON file

on the default drive. If not found, LSGRAPH will create

the file using the pre-programmed default values for each

attribute.

4. CREATING PRINTED GRAPHS

Finding a method for producing printed copies of on-

screen graphical images was a problem that had to be

solved. Because LSGRAPH generates graphs using the

screen graphics mode rather than the text mode, the

standard DOS print-screen utility could not be used. It

was necessary to obtain a bit image screen dump utility

program to generate printed graphs. Since the most

widely available PC based hardware consisted of mono-

chrome monitors and Hercules compatible graphics cards, a

screen dump utility for Hercules graphics was determined

to be sufficient. The Hercules Graph X package (Hercules

Computer Technology, 1985) contains such a utility pro-

gram called HARDCOPY. Similar screen dump utilities are

available for other graphics devices such as EGA or CGA.

Standard IBM DOS has a screen dump utility for CGA graph-

ics.

The operation of HARDCOPY is transparent to the

LSGRAPH user. HARDCOPY is a memory resident DOS inter-

rupt. If printed graphs are to be produced, then
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HARDCOPY is activated by starting LSGRAPH with the batch

file LSG.BAT. Once the graph to be printed is displayed

on the monitor screen, a hard copy can be produced. To

print a graph, paper is aligned in the printer, then the

keys <Print Screen> followed by <1> are pressed.

HARDCOPY takes about 1.5 minutes to execute. Control is

then returned to LSGRAPH.

To print graphs, HARDCOPY uses a printer definition

file to retrieve the required printer escape sequences to

control operation of the printer in graphics mode (print-

er graphics mode). IBMPRINT.DEF is supplied for

IBM/EPSON type printers. This printer definition file

will work for any printer that can emulate IBM printers.

A bit image screen dump utility program that would

function for all common types of graphics devices and

printers would be easy to develop in Turbo C. However,

this was not done as part of this project. An excellent

reference for development of such a program is found in

Graphics On The Dot-Matrix Printer (Davenport, 1985).
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V. A SIMULATION EXAMPLE

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter is designed to serve as a reference for

prospective users of the LOGSIM simulation module and

LSGRAPH programs. Examples are provided to illustrate

the use of LOGSIM and LSGRAPH to execute a simulation and

generate graphical output. A pre-defined model of a

mechanized pulpwood/sawlog harvesting system is simu-

lated. Graphical output is used to interpret simulation

results. A set of example performance criteria is intro-

duced to develop a basis for evaluating the level of

performance for the system being studied.

B. SIMULATION OF A HARVESTING SYSTEM

The mechanized pulpwood/sawlog harvesting model used

here for demonstration of LOGSIM and LSGRAPH was origi-

nally defined and simulated by Wiese (Wiese, 1988). The

model consists of seven phases of processing operations.

These operations are felling, skidding, swinging,

sorting, delimbing and debarking, chipping, and final

transport. Eight individual mechanized processors are

utilized in addition to three chip tractors (with six

vans) and two log trucks (with six set-out trailers). A

flow diagram for the system is given in Figure 5.



FIGURE 5: HARVESTING SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM
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The mechanized pulpwood/sawlog harvesting model is

found in the LOGSIM model definition file named

SYSTEM5.MOD on the example models diskette (see Appendix

B). SYSTEM5 is a modified version of Wiese's original

mechanized pulpwood/sawlog operation which is contained

in SYSTEM4. In SYSTEM5, the felling and skidding opera-

tions use the new user function option to model variable

processing times as a linear function of piece size. The

user function parameters, constant time per piece and

processing rate, were estimated for the felling and

skidding machines to approximate the average processing

rates originally specified in SYSTEM4. In SYSTEM5,

however, the processing time per piece is no longer

deterministic but varies depending on the empirical piece

size distribution.

In order to evaluate the performance of a proposed

or existing system, it is necessary to establish a set of

criteria by which system performance can be judged. The

set of criteria to be applied should be consistent with

criteria characteristic of general high-volume manufac-

turing systems. A representative set of such criteria

applicable for LOGSIM is listed below.

Low system cost per unit harvested: Most important

criterion for maximizing profit.

- Low system cost per hour of operation: Decreases

cost and minimizes the number of machines required
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to sustain harvesting operation.

Balanced material flow: Increases equipment utili-

zation, decreases contribution of fixed costs to

total cost, and reduces process shut-downs and

start-ups due to minimum and maximum inventory

limitations.

Low process inventory levels: Reduces system cycle

time, lowers impact on environment by reducing deck

sizes and yarding areas, decreases degradation of

inventory, and exposes quality problems hidden by

large process inventories.

Short cycle time: Lowers work in progress inventory

levels, enables quick response to fluctuating demand

for various products and fluctuating market prices.

Minimum number of machines: Reduces level of capital

expenditure.

Minimum down-time for machines: Increases equipment

net utilization. Especially important for bottle-

neck machines.

Rate of system throughput: Matches system throughput

to meet product demand.

Selection of a final system configuration is a

multi-criteria decision that is sometimes based on com-

peting criteria. To simplify evaluation of performance,

an objective function for optimization could be developed
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based on the particular application. An objective func-

tion could be created by weighting each criterion rela-

tive to its importance with respect to business goals and

imposed harvesting system constraints. Importance can be

quantified through ranking and weighting of the crite-

ria.

For example, suppose a company wants to purchase a

system that is capable of harvesting 300 Cunits of fiber

per month at $50.00 per Cunit. This company is con-

strained by the amount of capital available to purchase

the system. If throughput rate is most important, fol-

lowed by cost per unit and system cost, then appropriate

weights can be selected to define an objective function.

After a method for judging performance has been

established, it is necessary to consider alternative

strategies for adjusting system parameters to improve the

level of performance.

Once a simulation is run and the graphical output

has been generated for the machine net utilizations, it

is possible to identify bottleneck machines. It is these

machines that restrict the throughput rate of the har-

vesting system and increase the cost of operation.

Bottlenecks will cause build-up of upstream process in-

feed inventories and will restrict the levels of down-

stream in-feed inventories increasing system cycle time.

Furthermore, in most cases non-bottleneck machines will
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not operate at maximum utilization thus increasing the

contribution of fixed cost to total cost. Variable cost

is generally fixed if the amount of fiber harvested is

held constant. However, the fixed cost component of

total cost can be minimized by increasing machine net

utilizations. This will result in lower total cost and

is achieved by balancing the throughput rates of all the

processes.

There are several strategies that can be used to

improve performance depending on the particular har-

vesting system being modeled. Four methods for improving

performance are listed below.

Increasing machine processing rates by:

Improving design of equipment.

- Substituting quicker processors.

- Shortening haul times for transport equipment.

- Increasing load sizes for transport equipment.

Minimizing down-time for bottleneck machines by:

Implementing preventative maintenance to avoid

equipment failures.

Shortening equipment repair times.

- Replacing unreliable equipment.

Adding machines to bottleneck processes to increase

throughput.

Removing machines from non-bottleneck processes with

low utilizations.
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Another possible strategy for simulating systems is

to restrict buffer inventory levels for all processes

with in-feed inventory. For the pulpwood/sawlog har-

vesting system the skidding, sorting, chipping, and final

transport operations have no upper limit on in-feed

inventory levels. Inputting parameters for small maximum

deck sizes at these operations will force machine depen-

dencies to be modeled. Rationale for this strategy is

based on the false assumption that variations in pro-

cessing time for servers "balance-out" in a series of

queues. The effect on system cycle time of fluctuations

in individual service times is more accurately described

as additive. In-feed inventory levels will grow any time

there are machines producing at a rate approaching or

exceeding the instantaneous system throughput rate.

Accumulating in-feed inventory levels decrease only when

a machine up-stream has broken down. Down-time due to

machine breakdowns should be reduced or eliminated.

Buffer inventories should not be allowed to accumulate to

compensate for anticipated machine failures.

Reducing maximum in-feed inventory limits has the

following advantages for simulating harvesting systems:

Reduced cycle time.

Output statistics reach steady state faster.

Low average process inventory levels.

Real bottleneck machines are easier to identify.
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Machine dependencies are replaced.

It should be noted here that the intent of this

demonstration is not to arrive at conclusions for actual

implementation based on interpretation of simulation

results. The primary purpose of this study is to illus-

trate how an analysis might proceed and how the task of

interpreting simulation results can be approached. The

feasibility of recommended changes was not considered.

C. RUNNING A SIMULATION

The procedure for executing a simulation using the

LOGSIM simulation module involves several steps. LOGSIM

is started by placing the SLAM II master diskette in the

"A" drive and typing <LOGSIM> at the DOS prompt. The

file name of the LOGSIM harvesting network, HARVEST.TRA,

is entered. The output to file REPORT option is se-

lected. Next, the options to generate output files

UTILDATA and CONVDATA are chosen. The display of inter-

mediate simulation results is then selected, and finally,

five consecutive simulation runs are made. The user

interaction with the LOGSIM program is illustrated in

Example 1 with user responses underlined.

The LOGSIM summary report is contained in the file

REPORT. A summary of system statistics averaged for the

five simulation runs is given in Table 1.
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EXAMPLE 1: LOGSIMUSER INTERACTION

C:\LOGSIM)

SLAM II

Version 3.0

This software is proprietary to and a trade secret of Pritsket

Associates, IIC. Access to and Ilse of the software is granted

index the tens and conditions of the software license agreement

between Plaster i Associates, IIC., and licensee.

The texas and conditions of the agreement shall be strictly

enforced. Any violations of the agreeing nay void licensees

right to use the software.

Pritsker & Associates, IIC.

P.O. Box 2413

lest Lafayette, II 41906

Enter file use of the translated lodellARVIST.T11

tfittttflttItttttttttttfttttt2ttttttttttttttttttttttt

t >>> L 0 G 3 I 1 ((t

MICIIIIIED LOG BAIVISTIIG SIMULATOR

SIKUL1T101 MODULE

ttttttttttttttttttttltttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt

BIGIIIIIG OF SIMULATION

TES !MIMIC' READS I PREVIOUSLY DIFIIID MODEL

I1TO TIE SLAM IITIOR1 AID SIMULATES IT.

DO IOU 11S1 TO COITIIUE (I /I)? III ) I

'MIAMI OF TIE MODEL TO BE RETRIEVED? 1.1001--) SISTERS



EXAMPLE 1: CONTINUED

PLEBE III? 1 MOlIBIT . . .

SYSTEN5.MOD

RIS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY RETRIEVED

PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE . . .

SIMULATION RESULTS SHOULD BR ROUTED TO:

SCREEN = 1

SCREEN i PRINTER : 2

SCREEN A FILE: REPORT . 3

PLEASE ENTER CHICK > 3

VOULD YOU LIKE THE MACHINE UTILIZATION DATA

FILE: MUM TO BR GENERATED (TIC? (Ti

UTILIZATION DATA GENERATION GENERATION ENABLED . . .

VOULD IOU LIKE STOCHASTIC CONVERGENCE COST DITI

FILE: CONVOITA TO BE GENERATED (Y/1)2 >

SAMPLING INTERVAL DURATION II II HOURS?

VOULD YOU LIKE INTERMEDIATE SIMULATION

RESULTS DISPLAYED 01 SCREEN (T/Il? III

INTERMEDIATE RESULTS DISPLAY ENABLED . . .

NOV MIN! SIMULATION RUNS DO YOU VAN??

THE PRESET MIIIKUM IS 10.

ENTER NUMBER OF RUNS (11 )

PLEASE STRIKE ENTER TO STIR? TIE SIMULATION . . .

I

80
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Table 1: SYSTEM5 simulation results

Parameter Average Std. Error

Duration (hours) 202.55 11.76
% Net. Utiliz. 64.82% 3.17%
% Gross Utiliz. 68.37% 2.81%
Total cost $122,367.80 $1,731.56
Cost/unit .48 .01
Cost/system hour 605.75 28.24
Throughput (cf/hr) 1266.49 73.73
Runtime (minutes) 47.87 0.98

255664 cubic feet (cf) were harvested in each simu-

lation run at a cost of $.47 per cf. A total of twenty-

five individual machines were utilized.

D. RUNNING THE GRAPHICAL OUTPUT PROGRAM

Upon completion of the five simulation runs, the

output files UTILDATA and CONVDATA are renamed

NETUTILl.OUT and COSTCON1.OUT. The next step in the

analysis is to generate graphical output using LSGRAPH.

The graphical output program is invoked using the

LSG.BAT file. From the LSGRAPH user menu the machine

utilization bar chart option is selected. The file name

NETUTILl.OUT is entered and the option to display the

standard errors is activated. The machine net utiliza-

tion bar chart is generated and printed using the key

<PrintScreen> followed by <1>. Pressing the <return> key

returns control to the menu. The cost graphs option is

selected next. The file name COSTCON1.OUT is entered and
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the cost per unit graph is displayed and printed.

Pressing <return> again generates the cost per hour graph

which is also printed. User interaction with the LSGRAPH

program is shown in Example 2.

For further instruction and examples using the new

versions of LOGSIM, LSGRAPH and FRONTEND, see the LOGSIM

User's Manual (Moss, 1988).

E. INTERPRETATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS

Analysis of simulation results is initiated by

interpreting the cost convergence and utilization graphs

(see Example 2). These graphs are used to make an ini-

tial assessment of the system performance and to guide

the analyst in identifying important summary statistics

available in the LOGSIM summary report.

I. INTERPRETATION OF COST GRAPHS

The analysis of graphical output is begun by estab-

lishing that the cost statistics have converged to a

sufficient degree. By examining the cost per hour and

cost per unit graphs, the analyst can determine the

degree of stochastic convergence obtained.

The cost per unit of harvested fiber converges

rapidly as can be observed from the cost per unit graph.

Steady state appears to have been reached after approxi-

mately 60 hours of operation for the first run. The long
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EXAMPLE 2: LSGRAPHUSER INTERACTION

C:\LOCSIN)

LOGSIN GRAPHICAL OUTPUT UTILITIBS

1. Bar Chart for let Kachine Utilizations.

2. Stochastic Convergence Graph for Cost.

3. Change Size Attributes of Graphs.

4. Quit LSGRAPS.

Please enter 'Inaba of selection:

Utilzation Bar Chart

Kachine utilization data file name : IITUTILLOUT

Utilization Bar Chart

Mister standard error display (y/10? [yl I

Logsim Machine Net Utilizations
C

0

1e P-

go 11:77 Z:F::7 L:F=7

*
M
A
A 70-
A

O 60
7

Y
so

4 40

30
C
I 201

10-

1 5 8 11 32 33 37 39 40 41 42

Machine Type by Reference Number
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EXAMPLE 2: CONTINUED

Cost Convergence Graph

Loqsim time statistics data file lase : cOSTC011.011T

Convergence of Cost. Per Unit
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term cost per unit harvested for this system is approxi-

mately $0.48. The graph also indicates that the first

load of harvested fiber is delivered during the second

day of harvesting. This implies that the minimum attain-

able system cycle time is approximately 1.5 days, as-

suming that no process inventory is allowed to

accumulate.

The convergence of the cost per hour statistic is

not as readily apparent as that for cost per unit. The

higher level of resolution for the cost per hour graph,

relative to variation, is partly responsible for this

difference.

The shape of the cost per hour curve reveals infor-

mation about the underlying system behavior that is not

evident in the cost per unit graph. If the system were

perfectly balanced, the cost per hour would reach a

maximum shortly after delivery of the first load (after

1.5 days). In that case, all machines would have been

activated and operating cost would have stabilized.

However, the cost per hour graph indicates that cost per

hour continues to rise well past this point. In fact,

cost per hour does not reach a peak ($760) until the

ninth day of processing. This is because some machines

in the system are working at a faster rate than the final

system throughput rate. As a result, in-feed inventory

levels will grow without bound until the final tree is
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harvested. Inventory levels will begin to drop when the

last tree is processed by the feller-buncher.

Inspection of the LOGSIM summary report reveals that

this is exactly the case. After 70.8 hours (nine days)

the felling operation has processed the last tree and has

shut down. Assuming that a constant throughput rate of

10100 cf per day was maintained (calculated from summary

statistics), then approximately 64% of the total amount

harvested should have in process inventories by the end

of the ninth day of harvesting. By the end of the ninth

day, the two feller-bunchers were deactivated and the

cost per hour began to decrease. Cost per hour stabi-

lized at approximately $670 by the sixteenth day. During

the twenty-first day, however, cost per hour began to

decrease again. The LOGSIM summary report for the

skidding operation reveals that the TJ Clambunk skidder

was deactivated on the twenty-first day after the last

load of logs was transported to the swinging operation.

The remaining processes gradually shut down over the

final three days as the system processed the remaining

inventory resulting in a final system cost per hour of

$620.

A second examination of the cost per unit graph

reveals that cost per unit began a slight decreasing

trend in the final days of harvesting. This corresponds

to the decrease observed in the cost per hour graph,
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although it is not as obvious due to lower resolution.

The result of analysis of the cost graphs is summa-

rized as follows. The cost statistics appear to converge

to some degree. However, based on the analysis of the

cost per hour curve, the system is not stable. This is a

direct result of poorly balanced material flow and an

unconstrained in-feed inventory level for the skidding

operation.

2. INTERPRETATION OF MACHINE UTILIZATIONS

The next step in analysis is to interpret the ma-

chine net utilization graph (see Example 2). Possible

bottleneck candidates are immediately identified as the

feller-bunchers (type 1), TJ Clambunk skidder (type 5),

set-out truck (type 8), and the final transport tractors

(type 42). Additional candidates are the chip tractors

(type 40) and chip vans (type 39) if these machines

utilization's are limited by breakdowns or chipping

process shutdowns.

The chipping process section of the LOGSIM summary

report indicates that process 12 machines are not bottle-

necks. The chipping process is never shutdown and the

chip tractor's gross utilization is 86%, which is less

than the other candidate's net utilizations.

The analysis of the cost per hour graph indicates

that the felling operation is not a bottleneck since all
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the trees are processed by this operation after only nine

days of harvesting. Furthermore, one feller-buncher

would be sufficient and would still maintain a greater

throughput rate than the skidding operation.

The final transport operation is not considered a

bottleneck process because the number of tractors and

trailers is easily adjusted to maximize the throughput at

this operation. Machine allocations for tractors and

trailers will be discussed in the following section on

suggested modifications to SYSTEM5.

The skidding and swinging operations are left as

possible candidates for bottlenecks. The system bottle-

neck is readily identified by analyzing the process

inventory statistics in the LOGSIM summary report. These

statistics are summarized in Table 2. Examination of the

percent inventory down-time statistics reveals that the

swinging operation is the system bottleneck. The distri-

bution operation (process 11) which immediately follows

the swinging operation is shut down 25% of the total

operation time due to low in-feed inventory. The

swinging operation cannot process material fast enough to

maintain a satisfactory in-feed inventory level for the

distribution operation. It would be expected that the

swinging in-feed inventory level would accumulate, but

that is not the case. The swinging operation has a

maximum in-feed level of 3590 cf. Observation of the
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swinging inventory down-time reveals that for 11.3% of

the total operation time the in-feed inventory exceeded

its maximum, resulting in the skidding operation being

shut down for this amount of time. It is at the skidding

operation that an excessive level of inventory accumu-

lates. Two factors are responsible for the build-up-

the felling operation runs unchecked because no maximum

skidding in-feed inventory level was specified in the

model definition, and the skidding process throughput is

restricted by the swinging operation. These factors

result in a peak accumulation of 136100 cf in the

skidding process in-feed buffer.

Table 2: SYSTEM5 process inventory levels

Harvesting
Process

Inventory Average Maximum
Downtime Inventory Inventory

Skidding 69254 cf 136100
Swinging 11.3% 1728 4296
Distribution 25.0% 1758 12134
Delimb & Debark 3750 9010
Chipping 11016 27032
Final Transport 989 8437
Total Inventory 88495 197009

The swinging operation is examined next to determine

which machine is the actual bottleneck. Two machines are

used in this processing operation, a set-out truck (ma-

chine type 8) and a CAT 225 log loader (machine type 32).

Looking at the machine net utilization bar graph indi-
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cates that the set-out truck is limiting throughput and

the log loader has excess capacity. The set-out truck is

the system bottleneck machine.

Now that the bottleneck machine has been isolated,

the system performance can be improved by simply increas-

ing the processing speed of the set-out truck. This can

be accomplished by increasing the set-out trucks load

size, shortening the distance the truck must travel, or

increasing the speed of the truck.

F. SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS TO SYSTEMS

Interpretation of the cost graphs and a quick

glance at the machine net utilization graph indicates

that the harvesting system performance is far from opti-

mum with respect to balance of material flow. The fol-

lowing approach is used to achieve improved system

performance.

A simple capacity analysis for the individual ma-

chine types using process and machine input parameters

is conducted. A continuous in-feed inventory and no

restriction on machine output is assumed for capacity

estimates. The analysis results are used to alter the

allocation of machine resources to processes to achieve

an approximate balance of process capacities.

Two feller-bunchers are kept for process 1. An

additional TJ Clambunk skidder is allocated to process 2.
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An additional set-out truck is allocated to the swinging

process. The machine assignment to the delimb and debark

operation is not altered.

To achieve maximum throughput for the system, ex-

cluding final transport of chips and logs, the tractor

and trailer allocations for processes 12 and 13 are

increased to an arbitrarily large number (15 of each

transporter type 39, 40, 41, and 42). The final trans-

port equipment is purposely given excess capacity to

achieve maximum system throughput. Once the rest of the

system has been sufficiently balanced, the transport

equipment allocations are easy to make.

Another change made to the harvesting system was

modification of the maximum in-feed buffer inventory

level for each process (see Table 3). Maximum in-feed

inventory limits were placed on all unconstrained pro-

cesses. The maximum limits were reduced for the skidding

process and the delimbing and debarking process.

Table 3: Maximum in-feed inventory levels

Harvesting
Process

SYSTEM5
Maximum

SYSTEM5.1
Maximum

Felling
Skidding 99999 cf 4000 cf
Swinging 3590 3590
Distribution 99999 3000
Delimb/Debark 9010 3000
Chipping 99999 3000
Final Transport 99999 3000
Maximum Total 255664 19590
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The new maximum limits on process in-feed inventory

levels will reduce system cycle time and total system

inventory. The lower maximum in-feed inventory levels

will cause up-stream machines to stop processing material

when a machine falls behind or has shut down.

A final modification to the harvesting system was

adjustment of the set-out truck's processing time parame-

ters. The fixed time per one-way haul for the set-out

truck was reduced from 18 minutes to 15 minutes. The six

minute reduction in round trip travel time increases the

swinging process throughput rate as well as the overall

system throughput rate.

Each of the above mentioned modifications was made

to SYSTEM5 to create SYSTEM5.2 using the FRONTEND editor

program. SYSTEM5.2 was then simulated.

The machine net utilization graph for SYSTEM5.2

showed that the uniformity of the machine utilizations

had improved. However, the largest net utilization was

less than 70%. The LOGSIM summary statistics for machine

breakdowns were analyzed to determine if machine failures

were limiting utilizations. Observation of the machine

breakdown statistics for the chain-flail debarker (type

11), chipper (type 37), and the CAT 225 loader/slasher

(type 33) indicates that these machines were inoperable

for approximately 20%, 20%, and 8% of total active time

for their respective processes. The net effect of these
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machine breakdowns caused up-stream processes to shut

down once maximum in-feed inventory levels were reached.

This chain reaction will occur when any one or more of

these three machines is broken down.

The harvesting system input parameters for breakdown

distributions were altered for the three machines to

improve the system performance. The breakdown distribu-

tions were altered for both time between failure and

repair time for each machine type. The effect of these

changes on mean time between failure and mean repair time

are summarized in Table 4. The improved mean time be-

tween failures and mean repair times could be achieved by

expending additional resources or re-allocating preventa-

tive maintenance and repair resources to these machines

from less critical machines.

Table 4: Modifications to breakdown parameters

Harvesting Previous Modified
Machine MTBF MRT MTBF MRT

Debarker 12.80 3.25 hr 26.40 2.25 hr
Chipper 12.80 3.25 26.40 2.25
Loader/Slasher 27.60 2.15 27.60 1.35

After the breakdown parameters were altered and a

simulation run was made to verify improved system per-

formance, it was necessary to find the best combination

of tractors and trailers (type 39, 40, 41, 42 machines)
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for the chipping and final transport operations. Several

short simulation runs were made using various combina-

tions of final transportation equipment. In each run,

the machine net utilization graphs were used to evaluate

the uniformity of machine net utilizations to find the

best combination of transportation equipment alloca-

tions. The combination that provided the best perform-

ance was eight chip tractors, eight chip vans, five log

tractors, and five log trailers.

G. MODIFIED SYSTEM SIMULATION RESULTS

Five simulation runs were made for the fully modi-

fied version of SYSTEM5.2. The modified system perform-

ance statistics are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: SYSTEM5.2 simulation results

Parameter Average Std. Error

Duration (hours) 70.34 3.15
% Net. Utiliz. 69.31% 3.28%
% Gross Utiliz. 71.24% 3.25%
Total cost $81,234.60 $1,890.63
Cost/unit .41 .01
Cost/system hour 1156.04 25.98
Throughput (cf/hr) 2849.26 132.59
Runtime (minutes) 34.75 0.51
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200000 cf of fiber was harvested in each simulation

run at a cost of $.41 per cf. Thirty-six individual

machines were utilized in the system.

Graphical output is generated using LSGRAPH. The

cost graphs are given in Figure 6 and the machine net

utilization graph is given in Figure 7. The graphs

indicate that both the cost per unit and cost per hour

statistics reach approximate steady state after four days

of harvesting. On subsequent days the cost statistics

remain approximately constant indicating that the under-

lying system behavior is stable. Thus statistics in

Table 5 should be representative of long-term performance

of SYSTEM5.2.

The shape of the cost per hour curve in Figure 6 is

characteristic of systems with low process inventories

and balanced material flow. The shape of the SYSTEM5

cost per hour curve in Example 2 is characteristic of

systems with large process inventories and unbalanced

material flow. The maximum in-feed inventory levels

specified for all SYSTEM5.2 processes determine an upper

bound on total system inventory that is substantially

lower than the observed amount of SYSTEM5 inventory.
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FIGURE 7: SYSTEM5.2 MACHINE NET UTILIZATIONS
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The net machine utilization graph shows that balance

of material flow in SYSTEM5.2 has significantly improved.

The chipper and loaders still have excess capacity.

However, the net utilizations for each of these machines

more than doubled compared with corresponding SYSTEM5

utilizations in Example 2.

To quantify the improvement of SYSTEM5.2 over

SYSTEM5, the summary statistics in Table 5 are compared

with the statistics in Table 1. The most notable im-

provement was a 15% reduction in cost per unit harvested.

In addition, there was a 125% increase in the system

throughput rate. The increase in throughput rate was

achieved with the addition of only eleven machines

(skidder, set-out truck, trailer, and eight tractors).

H. REDUCED SIMULATION RUN TIMES

The modified harvesting system is capable of main-

taining stable operation after approximately forty-eight

hours of operation as is shown in the previous section.

With knowledge of this approximate convergence time, it

is possible to reduce the amount of fiber harvested to

decrease the duration of simulation runs.

The amount harvested was reduced to 100000 cf in

SYSTEM5.2 to create SYSTEM5.3. Five additional simula-

tion runs were made. A summary of system statistics is
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given in Table 6. Graphical results in Figure 8 and

Figure 9 are given for comparison.

Table 6: SYSTEM5.3 simulation results

Parameter Average Std. Error

Duration (hours) 39.29 3.19
% Net. Utiliz. 65.29% 5.22%
% Gross Utiliz. 66.68% 4.76%
Total cost $41,675.81 $1,491.76
Cost/unit .42 .01
Cost/system hour 1064.79 49.64
Throughput (cf/hr) 2562.38 210.69
Runtime (minutes) 17.63 .33

A comparison of Table 6 with Table 5 indicates only

slight changes in system performance statistics. For

several of the statistics, the changes are not signifi-

cant. The total simulation run time was reduced by

approximately 50%.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

A. SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The work conducted during the course of this re-

search has resulted in an improved mechanized timber

harvesting simulation environment. Second versions of

FRONTEND and LOGSIM were developed that are easier to use

and function more efficiently than the original versions.

The new version of FRONTEND allows manipulations of model

definition files to be performed quickly and easily for

both initial definition and subsequent modifications.

The new version of LOGSIM has additional capabilities for

running simulations. In addition, a graphical output

program was developed that simplifies the task of inter-

preting results of simulation runs. The program uses

high resolution graphics and functions independently of

the LOGSIM and SLAM II software.

A demonstration that guides the reader through a

simulation and analysis procedure using LOGSIM and

LSGRAPH is provided for user reference. Also given are

examples of criteria by which a system's performance can

be judged. The demonstration illustrates how the graphi-

cal output facility is used to make an initial assessment

of the system's performance. An initial evaluation can

help the analyst determine which process and machine
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statistics should be examined further in the LOGSIM

summary report.

Part of this research project focused on development

of a method for evaluating the degree of stochastic

convergence obtained for output statistics. A graphical

output facility was implemented that allows a visual

assessment of the convergence of two important system

summary statistics using a single simulation run. When

simulating systems with short cycle times and low process

inventories, it is possible to determine an approximate

time at which the cost statistics, and presumably the

underlying system statistics, have reached steady state.

With knowledge of this convergence time, the actual run

time of a simulation can be reduced considerably in many

cases with no significant change to the summary statis-

tics. In the system studied in Chapter V, it was possi-

ble to reduce the quantity harvested by more than fifty

percent while maintaining convergence of statistics.

Reduced run times increase the feasibility of using

multiple runs to obtain more accurate estimates of output

parameters.

B. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

1. MACHINE PROCESSING TIME FUNCTIONS

The second version of LOGSIM offers the user two

alternative methods for modeling machine variable pro-
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cessing times. The original method is a function of the

number of pieces of fiber in a machine's load. The

alternate method allows the variable time to be modeled

as a linear function of piece size.

Future development of LOGSIM might include new op-

tions for calculating machine processing times, such as

the addition of non-linear functions to allow more pre-

cise modeling. The most suitable function could be

assigned to the individual types of equipment included in

the harvesting system.

2. GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FOR MORE LOGSIM STATISTICS

Use of LOGSIM and LSGRAPH for studying mechanized

timber harvesting systems will undoubtedly determine the

requirements for an improved graphical output interface

for LOGSIM. This will occur as LOGSIM is used for more

simulation studies. An improved version of LSGRAPH could

be developed that is capable of generating graphs of

additional LOGSIM output statistics.

Development of LSGRAPH has yielded a framework for

producing graphical output. The required mechanisms for

convergence sampling of statistics and output of LOGSIM

summary statistics has been implemented in the LOGSIM

program and the SLAM network HARVEST. Future development

efforts could include a larger set of statistics in the

two LOGSIM output files generated for LSGRAPH. Conver-
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gence of additional statistics could be examined by

adding the required code to USERF(150). Output of addi-

tional LOGSIM summary statistics could be accomplished by

simple modifications to USERF(120).

The LSGRAPH program provides the core of necessary

functions required to generate both bar charts and plots

of statistics over time. Minor modifications to the

LSGRAPH program would accommodate graphical output of

additional statistics. The required modifications in-

clude adding a function to change graph titles and making

changes in the menu and data input functions. Generic

functions for axis scaling, plotting data points, al-

tering graph sizes, generating text windows and setting

up the graphics mode are provided in LSGRAPH.

Additional graphical output would be highly useful

for interpreting LOGSIM simulation results and deter-

mining changes to input parameters which would improve

the system's performance. Bar graphs for machine gross

utilizations, percentage of utilizable time that machines

are broken down, and the percentage of time that process

inventories are too high or too low would allow visual

comparison for these sets of statistics. Additional bar

graphs for observed process and machine throughput rates

and average process inventory levels would be particular-

ly useful for adjusting machine parameters to balance

equipment utilization. Additional plots of statistics
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would allow visual assessment of stochastic convergence

of statistics other than system cost per hour and cost

per unit.

3. CHANGING THE ORIENTATION OF LOGSIM

An interesting possibility for further LOGSIM devel-

opment would be to change the system orientation from

push to pull. In recent years there has been a profusion

of literature illustrating the potential for improved

productivity offered by the "just-in-time" (JIT) philoso-

phy for management of manufacturing systems. The orien-

tation of LOGSIM is consistent with the "just-in-case"

philosophy prevalent in much of U.S. industry. Future

research might explore the use of simulation to quantify

the potential improvement in competitiveness resulting

from implementation of JIT.

Changing the orientation of the system from push to

pull would require changes consistent with the JIT phi-

losophy. For example, the supplier-customer relationship

between the harvester and mill should be regarded as a

partnership rather than an adversarial relationship.

Improving existing relationships to form true partner-

ships would help stabilize demand and market prices. It

would also be necessary to re-evaluate existing produc-

tion control policies. An advocate of JIT would question

the purpose of buffer inventories and determine if they
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contribute to improved performance of the system. A

truly efficient production system paces throughput to

precisely match demand. The ability to pace the through-

put of all operations in the system with product demand

minimizes cash flow tied up in the system by reducing

"work in progress" inventory (WIP). Short cycle times

characteristic of pull systems allow production strate-

gies to be responsive to fluctuations in demand. In

addition, quality problems that would ordinarily go

unnoticed and be untraceable are exposed in systems with

short cycle times and low WIP.

Since success of JIT implementation is generally

contingent on the stability and reliability of the

customer-supplier relationship, the scope of the system

definition might be expanded to include mill operations.

This larger system could then be simulated by interfacing

LOGSIM with a similar simulation program for milling

operations.

4. EXPERT SYSTEM FOR SIMULATION RESULTS

Interpretation of LOGSIM summary statistics is a

difficult task for those who are unfamiliar with indus-

trial simulation models. Difficulty arises because of

the large volume of information contained in the LOGSIM

summary report. In addition, many of the statistics in

the summary report are highly correlated due to complex
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interactions that exist among input parameters. The

presence of such interactions make it difficult to pre-

dict how varying input levels of parameters will influ-

ence output statistics. Further complicating

interpretation is the fact that performance of the system

is evaluated by several criteria. For the experienced

simulation analyst, procedures for analysis and interpre-

tation are better understood.

One objective of LOGSIM development was to provide a

modeling and analysis environment that would require no

specialized training to use. Development of an expert

system to aid in the analysis procedure and interpreta-

tion of simulation results would fully realize this

objective.

An expert system could be developed that would

provide a structured approach for analysis and fully

utilize simulation results. Strategies for analysis

might include procedures for setting up designed experi-

ments or sensitivity analyses. An interface with LOGSIM

could change the levels of input parameters in multiple

simulation runs. The expert system could recommend

modifications that would bring the harvesting system

closer to its performance goals and assist the analyst in

arriving at conclusions. Interfacing the expert system

with a graphical output program would yield an extremely

powerful analysis and interpretation tool.
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APPENDIX A

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

BASIC LOGSIM HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

To run the basic LOGSIM package (excluding LSGRAPH)

an IBM PC, AT or close compatible is required with 640K

of RAM. The machine should also be equipped with a

floppy disk drive and a hard disk drive. Use of a hard

disk drive for mass storage eliminates the inconvenience

of manipulating the large files and disk swapping neces-

sary to operate LOGSIM on a machine with no hard drive.

Although not required, it is recommended that the

system be equipped with a Math co-processor such as the

INTEL 8087/80287 to facilitate both speed and accuracy of

floating point arithmetic. The SLAM simulation processor

uses FORTRAN four-byte floating point representation of

real number variables. This format is advantageous in

terms of memory, however performance is poor with respect

to processing speed and accuracy for arithmetic if no

math chip is used.

Optimum performance will be obtained with an IBM AT,

or 80286 based 12 Mhz zero wait state compatible,

equipped with an 80287 math chip. This configuration

will run simulations up to approximately ten times as

fast as a standard IBM PC.
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LSGRAPH HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

To run the LSGRAPH graphical output program, an IBM

PC, AT or 100% compatible is required with at least 256K

of RAM. The machine must also be equipped with a

HERCULES or compatible monochrome graphics card.

addition, an IBM/EPSON type printer is required to pro-

duce printed copies of graphs on the monitor screen. To

print graphs produced by LSGRAPH, the HERCULES GRAPH X

screen dump utility HARDCOPY is used. It is possible to

use other types of printers if the parameters in the

printer definition file are changed. For more informa-

tion on printer definition files see the GRAPH X manual.

Graphs can also be produced on machines with either

a CGA, EGA or VGA color graphics card. However, it will

be necessary to obtain the appropriate screen dump utili-

ty to print graphs since HARDCOPY works only with

HERCULES graphics devices.
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APPENDIX B

CONTENTS OF DISKETTES

LOGSIM MASTER DISKETTES:

1. FRONTEND.EXE
ONETWO.EXE

2. LOGSIM.EXE
HARVEST.TRA

3. LSG.BAT
LSGRAPH.EXE
GRAFSIZE.CON
HERC.BGI
CGA.BGI
EGAVGA.BGI
TRIP.CHR

- Model input/edit/print program
Converts V1.0 model files to V2.0

SLAM II harvesting simulator program
SLAM II harvesting network model

IBMPRINT.DEF
LSGRAPH.0
README
UTIL .DAT
CONV .DAT

Initiates LSGRAPH, loads HARDCOPY
LSGRAPH execution module
Graph sizes file, stores settings
Monochrome graphics device driver
Color graphics device driver
Color graphics device driver
Turbo C triplex font for graph titles
IBM/EPSON printer definition file
Turbo C LSGRAPH source code
Instructions for using LSGRAPH
Example LOGSIM utilization data files
Example LOGSIM cost convergence files

LOGSIM EXAMPLE MODELS:

4. SYSTEM1.MOD
SYSTEM2.MOD
SYSTEM3.MOD
SYSTEM4.MOD
SYSTEM5.MOD

LOGSIM SOURCE CODE DISKETTES:

5. FRONTEND FORTRAN source code modules:

FRONTEND.FOR FRONTEND main driver
READIN.FOR Model input driver
MODPRINT.FOR Routine to print a model
MODIFY.FOR Model editor driver
INITREAD.FOR Routine to read a model files
SAVE.FOR Routine to save model files
READ1.FOR Model definition routine
READ2.FOR - Model definition routine
READ3.FOR Model definition routine
READ4.FOR Model definition routine
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5. FRONTEND FORTRAN source code modules (continued):

EDIT1.FOR Model editing routine
EDIT2.FOR Model editing routine
EDIT3.FOR - Model editing routine
EDIT4.FOR - Model editing routine
EDIT5.FOR Model editing routine
PRTCL.FOR Header file: FORTRAN metacomands
VARBLOCK.DOC Header file: common block

6. LOGSIM FORTRAN and SLAM source code modules:

LOGSIM.FOR - LOGSIM main driver
USERF.FOR - FORTRAN user functions
INTCL.FOR Routine to initialize SLAM variables
INITREAD.FOR Reads LOGSIM model definition files
PRTCL.FOR Header file: FORTRAN metacommands
VARBLOCK.DOC Header file: common block
HARVEST.TRA SLAM network model definition

7. Programmer's Notes:

This disk contains example batch files for compiling
and linking, FORTRAN source code for ONETWO and VERIFY,
and notes for future LOGSIM programmers.
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APPENDIX C

LSGRAPH TURBO C SOURCE CODE

Ittttittttlatttttttttttittttttttttttttttttttttitttttttttittttttttttttt

Oregon State University

March 1988

LOGSIN GRAPH

A Graphical output utility program for LOGSIN

Developed by :

Developed for:

Supervision :

J. Alexander Moss, Masters Candidate

Dept. of Industrial Engineering and

Dept. of Statistics, Oregon State University

Dept. of Forest Engineering

Oregon State University

Dr. Eldon Olsen and Dr. Sabah Randhava

Dept. of Industrial Engineering

Oregon State University

ItttittittittfitttttttttlItttitttttttitttittittttittitttttItttittttitti

Iinclude <stdio.h>

!include (conio.b)

!include (ctype.k)

'include (nath.h>

!include (stdlib.h>

!include (graphics.h>

/t GLOBAL CONSTANTS t/

Idefine TRUE 1 /t boolean constant for true t/

Idefine FALSE 0 /t boolean constant for false 1/

Idefine POINTS 100 /t minim sample size for cony data t/

/t GLOBAL VARIABLES 1/

int I_ORIGIN, T MAN, I_MAI, T_ORIGII; /t utilization graph size v/

int x_orig , y lax, xsax, y_oxig; It cost convergence graph size t/

int HOURS; /t hours system operates per day Cl

int NUM_Sls; /t cost /hoar y-axis scale factor t/
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It FUNCTION DECLARATIONS t/

void get_graphsizes();

void change_graph_sizes();

void graphics_setup();

void readjachinestats( FILE tflnane, float ave_utilI431, float std_err_utili83I );

void drav_bar_graph( int se flag, float ave_atilI431, float std_err_ati11431 );

void do_nachine_grapI();

void read_tine_stats( FILE 'flute, float time(POIITSI, float unit_costIPOINTSI, float

hour_costIPOINTSI );

void do_horiz_axis( int tiptr, float days );

void unit_cost_vert_axis( int tiptr, float naz_dollar );

void hour_cost_vert_axis( int tiptr, int points, float 'sin, float tux, float

hoar_cost(POINTS) );

void unit_cost_graph( FILE innate, float tite(POINTSI, float unit_costIPOINTSI );

void hour_cost_graph( FILE tflname, float tine(POINTSI, float hour_costIPOINTSI );

void do_cost_graph();

void Hain menu();

void sate_text_vindov( int left, int top, int right, int bottom, char tesg1251 );

prrirtrtrtrmittittmtrtettstmttittutttrittritrtimmtrirrirtm

t get_graph_sizes:

t Reads the graph size parameters from file GRAFSIIE.CON. If the t

t file is not found on the default drive, then it rill be created t

t using the system default size parameters.

ittsttrmitstrtrtrtmittuttittrtrtrtruttittlittittstrrrittatittrt/

void get_graph_sixes()

FILE *thane;

int left, top, right, bottom;

int hours, nun_se, dummy;

finame = fopen( 'GRIFSIZE.00111, 'r' );

if ( finame == NULL )

finale = fopen( 'GRAFSIZE.CON", 'v +' );

I_ORIGIN = 90; I_NIX = 80;

I_KAI = 610; I_ORIGIN = 280;

z_orig = 70; y_naz = 100;

z_naz = 680; y_orig = 260;

HOURS : 8; KUN_SEs = 2;

fprintf( flnane,'W t4d t4d t4d\e, I_ORIGIN, I_NII, I MAX, Y_ORIGIN );

fprintf( flnase,44d tid %id tid\t', z_orig, y_nax, x_naz, y_orig );

fprintf( flnane,'W t4d\n', HOURS, NUN_SEs );
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delay = fclosef flume );

return;

fscanf( td td cleft, &top, &right, &bottos );

I_ORIGII = left; %XII : top;

I_MII = right; Y_ORIGII = bottom;

fscanf( finale, 'td td td td', &left, &top, iright, &bottom );

fscanf( flname, 'td td', &hours, &passe );

x_orig = left; y_laz : top;

x_saz = right; y_orig = bottom;

SOURS : hours; MUNSIs : onsse;

fclose( flname );

ittsttttttattuttflattttttttttttttttttttltttturtuttttttttttttttutttt

t change_graph_sizes:

t This function is activated by the user from the main menu to

t change one or sore of the graph size parameters. Changes are

t lost a teriination of the program unless the save option is used. t

function calls: sake_textrindov.
ttittutttitttttittuttutttuttttatttttttttettutttittutttttittutt/

void change_graphsizes()

PILB tflnane;

int left, top, right, bottom;

int hours, nun se, dually;

char aesg(25), buffer(51;

/t check for GRIPSIZI.CON, create setup vindov

clrscc();

flname = fopen( IGRIFSI21.0011, 'r +' );

if ( Hoare 22. MULL ) return;

strcpy( nesg, ' LS Graph System Setup ' );

sake_text_vindov( 12, 7, 68, 19, lesg );

/t routine to get utilization graph parameters

1/

It/

gotoxy(23,10); priatf('UTILIIITIOI GRAPH SI18 PIRIMITERS');

gotoxyl26,12); printf("Left: Right: 'I;

gotozy(26,14); WWI' Top: Mottos: ');

gotoxy132,12); gets(buffer); left 2 atoi(buffer);

if ( left := 0 I ( gotoxy(32,12); Watt( 'td', I_ORIGIM ); I

gotoxy(32,14); gets(buffer); top = atoi(buffer);

it ( top := I ) I gotozy(32,14); printf( 'td', T_MII i; I
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gotoxy(53,12); gets(buffer); right = atoi(buffer;

if ( right :: 0 ) gotoxy(53,121; printf( 'td', I_NAI ); 1

gotoxy(53,14; gets(buffer); bottom : atoi(beffer);

if ( bottom == 0 ) 1 gotoxy(53,14); printf( 'id', Y_ORIGII ); I

if ( left != 0 ) I_ORIGIN = left;

if ( top != 0) 71111 = top;

if ( right 12 0 1 I MAX = right;

if ( bottom 1= 0 ) YORIGIN = bottom;

gotoxy(25,161; printf('Stike any key to continue . . . 1); getch();

/t reset graph setup screen t/

clrscr();

strcpy( aesg, ' LS Graph System Setup ' );

aake_text_vindov( 12, 1, 68, 19, les(' );

/t routine to get cost convergence graph parameters t/

gotoxy(20,91;

gotoxy(26,11);

gotoxy(26,13);

gotoxy(26,15);

gotoxy(26,16);

printf('COST CONVERGENCE GRAPH SIZE PARAMETERS');

printf('Left: Right: ');

printf(' Top: Bottom: 'I;

printf(' System hours per day:');

printf(' Cost/hour std. err's:');

gotoxy(32,11); gets(buffer); left : atoi(buffer);

if ( left :: 0) 1 gotoxy(32,11); printf( 'td', x_orig ); 1

gotoxy(32,13); gets(buffer); top = atoi(buffer);

if ( top :: 0 ) 1 gotoxy(32,13; printf( 'td', y_max I;

gotoxy(53,11); gets(buffer); right = atoi(buffer);

if ( right := 0 ) ( gotoxy(53,11); printf( 'Id", x_nax ); I

gotoxy(53,131; gets(buffer); bottom = atoi(buffer);

if ( botto :: 0) ( gotoxy(53,131; printf( y_orig ); I

gotoxy(51,151; gets(buffer); hours = atoi(buffer);

if ( hours == 0 ) ( gotoxy(51,15; printf( 'td', HOURS ); I

gotoxy(51,16; gets(buffer); noise : atoi(buffer);

if ( nua_se == 0 ) 1 gotoxy(51,16); printf( 'td', NUN_SIs ); I

if ( left 1= 0 )

if ( top I= 0 )

if ( right I= 0 )

if ( bottom != 0 )

if ( hours 1= 0

if ( noise 1: 0 )

x_orig = left;

y_max = top;

:Jaz = right;

y_orig bottom;

HOURS = hours;

IUN_Sls num_se;

gotoxy(25,181; printf('Stike any key to continue . . . '); getch();
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/t reset graph setup screen */

cIrscr();

strcpy( itesg, ' LS Graph System Setup ' );

itake_text_vindov( 12, 7, 61, 19, lesg );

/t routine to save changes */

gotoxy(28,12); printf('Save nev settings in file');

gotoxy(28,14); printf("GlIFSISR.CON (y/n)? lyl: 'I;

if( (toupper(getch())) != 'N' )

fprintf( flname,"tid t4d i4d tld \n', I_ORIGII, !JAI, Y NIX, Y_ORIGIN );

fprintf( finaue,'t4d t4d t4d tid\e, x_orig, y iax, tux, y_otig

fprintf( flname,14d 24d\e, HOURS, NUN_SRs );

dummy = fclose( finale );

itttitttttittuttsttittuttmttttttstttttttttttststttttttttttittttttt

* graphics setup:

t Called from functions: itake_bar_graph, unit_cost_graph, and

t hour_cost_grapb. this faction initiates graphics lode. It vill

t automatically detect the graphics device type and call the

t appropriate .bgi device driver. Drivers included on the LSGraph

t diskette are Hercules, IGI, and VGA. In addition the LSGraph

t contains the triplex font file for text output in graphics node. *

ttitttttitttttutttttttlitttmtttttltutttttttttsttttlttttttstutttti

void graphics setup()

int g_driver, gjode, g_ettor;

detectgraph( ig_driver, ig_node ;

if (g driver ( 0)

printf('No graphics hardvare detected 1\01;

return;

initgrapb(ig_driver, ig_mode, ");

g_error = graphresolt();

if (g_error < 0)

printf('initgraph error: ts. \n', grapherrorasg(g_ertor));

return;
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setfillstyle( INPTI_FILL, 0 );

ittmtttritittvattittstttstttittavIttitimttitttuttmtstittttittrt

t read_sachine_stats:

t Called from function do_machiae_graph. This function reads LOGSIN t

t machine utilization data files. Active machine members and otil- t

t izations for each run are read. Average machine utilizations and t

t standard errors are calculated and returned to do_lachine_paph. t

tttvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvistvvvvttattttittstvivvvmmvvitvittttttritvv/

void read_nachine_stats( FILE Mune, float ave_utilI431, float std_err_util(431 )

int index, mackine_num, machines;

float utilisation, rens;

float sua_uti11431;

float sovi_of_sgrs(431;

/t initialize all arrays elements to zero t/

for (index = 0; index (= 42; index++ )

(

sua_utilIindexl = 0.;

sus_of_sgrsandexl = 0.;

std_err_utiltindexl = 0.;

/t read machine utiliazation data from file: WW1 t/

index = 0;

do (

fscanf( flnale,nd tf', machine nun, iutilization );

if ( lachine_nas != 0 mm utilisation == 0) utilization :.01;

sumutilI machine nun I += utilization;

sua_of_sgrsI sacbine_nos I += utilization t utilization;

index++;

vkile ( machinenum != 0 );

/t determine number of simulation runs for sample data t/

machines : 0;

for ( machine nun = 0; machine nom (= 42; sachine_num++ )

if ( sum_util( machine_nun I != 0 ) sachines++;

runs = (index - -) / machines;



/t calculate standard errors and averages for machine utilizations

for ( index = 1; index (= 42; index++ )

if ( runs != 1 )

std_err_utillindexl = sgrt((sui_of_sgrslindexl-

(pov(su_atillindell,2) /runs))/(runs-1)1;

ave_util(index1 = sum_atillindexl / runs;

ItitttlatUttnttittitittttitttiltttttitMtlattIttitttitttttittttttit

t drav_bar_graph:

1 this function sets up and drams the actual machine utilization

t bar chart on the screen. It is called from doychine_graph.

t Tasks included are scaling, labeling, legends, and title.

t Function calls: graphics setup.

Itttttitttttttmtttittttttutttttttitttitttttttttttttatttttttttttttif

t
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void drav_bar_graph( int se flag, float ave_util(431, float std_m_atil(431 1

int x_pos, y_pos, y_scale, std err;

int left, top, right, bottom, center x, center_y;

int index, cells, cell width;

int process, process active, loaders active;

int bar, bar_index(431;

int machine type, ones, tens;

char buffer 1(11, buffer 2(21, buffer 3(31;

graphics_setup(1;

rectangle( I_ORIGII, I MIX I_MII, I ORIGIN );

settextJustify( RIGIT_IIIT, BOTTOM TNT? );

/1 calculate y_scale t/

y_scale = 0;

while ( ((y_scale41) * 11) (: (LOUGH' y_scale++;

for ( index = 0; Index (= 10; index+, )

f

x_pos = I_ORIGIN;

y_pos = Y_ORIGIN (indexty_scale1;

moveto( x_pos, y_pos 1;

lineto( x_pos 4 5, y_pos);

/t draw vertical tic marks 1/

121
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xpos -: 3;

y_pos += 5;

am( (indext10), buffer_3, 10);

oattextxy( x_pos, y_pos, buffer_3 );

It dray vertical scale 21

/1 determine the requited Ruder of cells t/

for ( index : 0; index (= 42; index++ ) bar_index(index) = 0;

cells = 1;

process active = FALSE;

for ( index = 1; index (= 4; index++ )

if ( ave_util(indexl i= 0 )

process_active = TRUE;

cells++;

bar_index(cells) = index;

if ( process active == TRUE )

1

cells++;

process_active = FALSE;

for ( process = 2; process (= 10; process++

for ( index = (processt3 - 1); index (= (processt3 + 1); index++ )

1

if ( ave_util(indexl 1= 0 )

process_active = TRUE;

cells++;

bar_indexIcells1 = index;

if ( process_active == TRUE )

cells++;

process_active = FALSE;

loaders active = FALSE;

for ( index : 32; Index <= 36; Index++ )
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if ( ave_util(isdexl 1= 1 )

loaders active = TRUE;

cells++;

bar_index(cellsi = index;

1

if ( loaders active == TRUE ) cells++;

for ( index : 37; index <= 40; index++ )

if ( aveutillindexl 1= 8 )

process_active = TRUE;

cells++;

bar_index(cells1 = index;

1

1

if ( process_active == TRUE 1

cells++;

process_active = FALSE;

1

for ( index = 41; index <= 42; index++ )

if ( ave_utillindex! != 0 1

1

process_active = TRUE;

cells++;

bar_index(cells1 = index;

1

if ( process active == TRUE l cells++;

It determine cell width t/

cell width = (1_1,11 I_ORIGII) / cells;

if ( (cell_vidth t 2) == 1) cell width++;

if ( (cell_vidtht(cells-1)1 )= ) cell width -= 2;

/1 draw each bar, include whisker, label bar with machine type number 1/

for ( bar = 1; bar <= cells; bar++ )

nachine_type = bar_indellbarl;

if ( bar_index(bar1 1= 0



/t draw the current bar 1/

left = I_ORIGII + ( (bar-1) 1 cell width );

right = left t cell width + 1;

bottom = (1_01IGII-1);

top = (I ORIGIN) (int) ((ave_utilisachite_typel 1 y_scale)/11.);

if ( top >= I_ORIGII ) top = (I ORIGII-2);

bar3d(left, top, right, bottom, (cell width / 4), 1);

/* draw standard error whiskers t/

if ( std_err_utillsachile_typel != 0. 41 se flag != FALSE

x_pos = left + (cell_vidth/2);

std err = (let) ((std_erratil(lachine_typel 1 y_scale)/10.);

line( x_pos, top, x_pos, top - std_err );

line( x_pos, top, x_pos, top f std_err );

line( x_pos-2, top-std_err, x_pos+2, top-std_err );

line( x_pos-2, top+std_err, x_pos+2, toptstd_err );

/1 draw the machine numbers on the horizontal axis */

if ( cell width (= 24 /1 for narrow cells, write vertically

ones = machine_type % 10;

teas = machine_type / 10;

x_pos = left + 5 + (cell_vidth/2);

y_pos = (T_ORIGII+12);

if ( machine_type (. 9 )

itoa( ones, buffer _l, 10 );

ottteitty( x_pos, y_pos, buffet _l );

else

Roo( tens, buffer_l, 10 );

outtextly( x_pos, y_pos, buffer _l );

if ( machine type >= 10 )

y_pos += 9;

itoa( ones, buffer), 10 );

outtextiy( x_pos, y_pos, buffer _l );

else /t for vide cells, write type number horizomally

1

itoa( machine type, buffer 2, 10 );

x_pos = left + S t (cell_vidth/2);

if ( machine type >= 10 ) x_pos += 4;

y_pos = (i_ORIGIII+15);

tI

t1
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ofttextxyi x_pos, y_pos, buffer _2 I;

center x = I_ORIGI1 - I_ORIGI1) / 2;

center_y = T_ORIGII - (Y ORIGIN - I_MBI) / 2;

/t dray horizontal legend t/

settextiustify( LIP! TIIT, BOTTOK TAI! );

outtextxy( (center x -128), (Y_ORIGIN#38), 'Machine Type by Reference Limber");

/t dray vertical legend t/

settextstyle( DEFAULT FORT, VIRTDIR, 1);

outtextxy( (I ORIGIN -35), (center_y+100),'Percent Net Utililizatio0);

/t dray bar chart title t/

setasercharsize( 1, 8, 5, 3 1;

settextstyle( TRIPLET FONT, BORIZ_DIR, 0 );

outtextxy( (center} -212), (IMII-11), "Logsia Machine Net Utilizations' );

getch();

closegraph();

ottttttttttttttttttttttltttittutttittttlttttttttttttttttttttltttttlt

t do_sachine_graph:

t Machine utilization graph driver function. Prompts the user for

t the utilization data file name, asks if the standard error

t display capability is to be used.

t Calling function: Lila.

t Function calls: read machine_stats, dram machine_graph,

naketextrindov
ttuttitttttitttttittuttmttltttitttttittutttuttuttuttltttttltti

void do_lachine_graph()

1

PILE Muse;
float ave_utilizationI431;

float stderratilizationt431;

char datafile(201, mesg(251;

int se flag;

clrscr();

strcpy( sesg, ' Utilization Bar Chart ' );

make_text_vindov( 5, 11, 76, 15, mese' );
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gotoxy(10,131;

printfONachile utilization data file name : 11;

gets(datafilel;

gotoxy(40,13);

printf(' I);

Haase = fopen( datafile, 'r');

if alone == NULL)

gotoxy(10,13);

printf('Cannot find file: ts', datafile);

printf(', Strike any key to continue');

getch(1;

return;

1

gotoxy(40,13);

printf(' 1);

gotoxy(10,13);

printfliVhisker standard error display ty/n)? Iy1 : 11;

se_flag = TRUE;

if( (toupper(getch())) == 'I' ) se_flag = FALSE;

clrscr();

read_sachine_stats( flname, ave_utilization, std_err_utilization );

drav_bar_graph( se_flag, ave_atilization, std_err_utilization );

ittIttltttttttttlattttittttttttttitttttttttttttttttttittttttitttlttttt

t read_tine_stats:

* This function reads cost data from the LOGSIN cost convergence

t output file. Statistics read are sapling time, cost per unit,

' and cost per hour.

t Calling function: do_cost_graph

titttittitttmtttitttitttlittlittimmttatttltttttttttttittutttstti

void tead_tise_stats( PILE *finale, float tile(POIITS1, float unitcostIPOINTS1, float

hour_costIPOINTS1

float tnov, cost_per_unit, cost_per_hour;

int index;

for( index = 0; index < POINTS; index++ ) /* initialize arrays to zero */

tise(index1 = 0; unit_costlindell = 0; hour_costIiadell = 0;

index = 0; tnov = 0;

vhile ( tnov ): 0 I& index ( POINTS )

fscanf( tf tf', itnov, icost_per_unit, icost_per_hour );
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time(indexl = tine;

unitcost(indexl = cost_per_onit;

hoar cost(indexl = cost_per_hou;

index++;

Itttirtimmttttttttittittttittuttttttettetttittattutttttlettutttt

t do_horiz_axis:

t This function performs horizontal axis scaling in units of days. t

t It chooses one of four possible scales based on length of the t

t simulation in days. It returns x-axis scaling factor x_scale. t

t Hash larks are drams and labeled.

t Calling functions: tait_cost_graph, hou_cost_graph

tttttttttttttttttittttttttttttuttutttetttutttttittttttlittttlttttt/

void do_horiz_axis( int tiptr, float days )

int x_pos, y_pos, x_scale;

int tic_size, tic scale, day;

char buffer 1(11, buffer 2(21, buffer 3(31;

x scale . tiptr;

if ( days <= 5 )

/t snail horizontal scale 1/

for( day . 1; day <= days; day++ )

tic_size = 2;

if ( day % 5 .. 0 ) ticsize = 4;

x_pos = x_orig (day t x_scale);

line( x_pos, y_orig, x_pos, (y_orig - tic_size) );

else if days > 5 ii days 0 50 )

/t nediun scale t/

for( day = 1; day 0 days; day+, )

tic_size = 2;

if ( day % 5 .. 0 ) tic_size . 4;

Rorig + (day t x_scale);

line( x_pos, y_orig, !Jos, (y_orig - tic size) );

else if ( days > 50 14 days <= 100 )

/t long scale t/

for( day = 5; day <= days; day f= 5 )
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tic_size = 2;

if ( day % 10 == 0 ) tic_size = 4;

x_pos = x_orig (day t :scale);

line( x_pos, y_orig, x_pos, (y_orig - tic_size) );

1

else

/t extended scale, over 100 days t/

tic_scale = 1;

vhile ( tic_scale t (days / 10) ( (z_naz - x_orig) ) tic_scale+4;

tic_scale--;

x_scale = tic_scale;

for( day = 10; day <= days; day += 10 )

1

tic_size = 2;

if ( day t 50 == 0) tic_size = 4;

x_pos = x_orig + ( (day t x_scale) / 10 );

line( x_pos, y_orig, x_pos, (y_orig - tic_size) );

/t dray horizontal scale t/

if ( x_scale > 20 41 days (= 100 )

for ( day = 0; day ( days; day++ )

x_pos = x_orig + (day t x_scale) + 5;

y_pos = y_orig + 12;

if ( day ( 10 )

itoa( day, buffer _l, le );

oottextxy( x_pos, y_pos, buffer _l );

else

itoa( day, buffer 2, 10 );

outtextly( x_pos t 4, y_pos, buffer_2 );

1

if ( x_scale 0 20 ii days 0 100 )

for ( day = 0; day ( days; day += 5

x_pos = x_orig + (day t z_scale);

y_pos y_orig + 12;

if ( day (= 5 )

itoa( day, buffer 1, 10 );

oottextzy( (x_pos+5), y_pos, buffer_l );
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else if ( day > 5 II day < 101 )

itoa( day, buffer 2, 10 );

oettextly( (x_pos+9), y_pos, buffer_2 I;

else

1

itoa( day, buffer 3, 11 );

outtextzy( (x_pos+17), y_pos, beffer_3 );

if ( days > 100 )

for ( day = 0; day ( days; day += 50 )

x_pos x_orig + ( (day t :_scale) / 10 );

y_pos y_orig + 12;

if ( day == 0

itoa( day, buffer 1, 10 );

outtextzy( (x_pos+5), y_pos, buffer) );

else if ( day >= 10 it day < 100 )

itoa( day, buffer_2, 10 );

outtextzy( (x_pos+9), y_pos, buffer_2 I;

else

itoa( day, buffer 3, 10 );

outtextxy( (x_pos+13), y_pos, buffer _3 );

tiptr = x_scale;

ittutttmattuttitttittitttttttmtttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt

t enit_cost_vert_axis:

t Perforus vertical axis scaling, drays and labels hash marks.

t Chooses one of three vertical scales based on argusent sax_dollar t

t which is the calculated upperbound on cost per unit. the function t

t returns vertical axis scaling factor y_scale.

t Calling function: anit_cost_graph

ttutttttttittuttttttittttttutttmttltttttttttttttttlttttittutttti

void nait_cost_vert_axis( int tiptr, float sax dollar )

iet tic lark, tic scale, tic size;

int y_scale, heigth;

iat x_pos, y_pos;
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iat dollar;

char buffer 3111, buffer 2(21, buffer_3131, buffer 5(51;

y_scale = tiptt;

beigth = y_orig y_sax;

if ( lax dollar 4= 3 ) /* use wall scale */

tic scale = (beigth / (sax _dollar t 10)); /* adjust y_scale for */

yscale = tic_scale * 10; /* mall scale tic larks t/

for ( tic lark = 1; tic_sark <= (lax dollar * 10); tic_sark++ 1

1

tic_size = 2;

if ( (tic_sark % 5) == 0 ) tic_size = 4;

if ( (tic_sark t 10) == 0 ) tic_size++;

y_pos = y_orig - (tic lark ' tic_scale);

line( x_orig, y_pos, (x_orig + tic_size), y_pos );

if ( tic_sark == 5 1 strcpy( buffer_5, " .50" I;

if ( tic_sark == 10) strcpy( buffer_5, '1.00' I;

if ( tic_sark == 15 1 strcpy( buffer_5, '1.50' );

if ( tic_sark =.1 20 ) strcpy( buffer_5, '2.00' );

if ( tic_sark == 25 1 strcpy( buffer_5, '2.58' );

if ( tic_sark .. 30 ) strcpy( buffer_5, '3.00' );

if ( (tic_sark % 5) == 0 )

outtextxy( (x_orig - 1), (y_pos + 5), buffer_5 1;

1

1

else if ( lax dollar > 3 ii lax dollar (= 15) /* use sedius scale 5/

for ( dollar = 1; dollar <= sax _dollar; dollar++ 1

1

y_pos = y_orig - (dollar * y_scale);

line( x_orig, y_pos, (x_otig + 3), y_pos 1;

x_pos = x_orig 3;

itoa( dollar, buffer 3, 10 1;

outtextxy( x_pos, (y_pos + 5), buffer_3 1;

1

else

/* adjust y-scale for large scale */

/* use large scale */

tic_scale = 1;

vbile ( ( tic_scale * ( (float) (sax _dollar) / 5.0) 1 < heigth )

I tic_scale++; 1 tic_scale--;

y_scale = tic_scale;
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for ( dollar = 5; dollar (: max dollar; dollar += 5 )

1

y_pos = y_orig - ( (dollar t tic_scale) / 5 );

x_pos = x_orig f 2;

if ( (dollar % 10) .. 0) x_pos += 2;

line( x_orig, y_pos, x_pos, y_pos );

x_pos = x_orig - 3;

itoa( dollar, buffer 3, 10 );

if ( (max_dollar > 50) ii (dollar t 10 != 0) ) strcpy(buffer_3,' 1);

oattextxy( x_pos, (y_pos + 5), buffer_3 );

I

I

tiptr = y_scale;

I

ittattttittuttittIttltttitttttetttitttuttitttttatttitttuttmtttti

* hour_cost_vert_axis: t

t This function performs vertical axis scaling for the cost per t

t hoar graph. It takes arguments of the cost per hour observations t

t and points vhich is the actual sample size. To select one of the t

t four available scales, the average and standard error of the t

t cost per hour observations are calculated. Then global variable t

t HMIs is used to calculate a min and max cost for the scale t

t according to the equation: bound = ave +(-) IUM_Sls t std err. *

t By altering IUM_Sls the user can select the vertical scale range.'

t Calling function: hour_cost_graph a

tttttetttittuttutttttttttttttttttttiattuttittttttttttttttitttuttt/

void hour_cost_vert_axis( int tiptr, int points, float *sin, float 'max, float

hour_cost(POINTS1 )

1

int index, dollar, y_scale;

int heigtk;

int x_pos, y_pos;

int tic mart, tic size, tic_scale;

int minimum, maximum;

float min dollar, max_dollar, range;

float cost sum, sum_of_squares;

float average, standard error;

char buffer_5(51;

y_scale = tiptr;

/t calculate average and standard error of cost per hoar observations t/

points--; cost sum = 0; sam_of_sguares = 1;



for ( index : 0; index ( points; index++ )

1

cost sus += botr_costtindex1;

sum of t= bout costlindex1 t kour_cost(indexl;

1

average = cost sun / index;

standard_error = sqrt((sum_of_squares-(pov(cost_sum,2)/index))/(index-1));

It

t/

printf(' cost sus = %1.2f sun of sqrs = %I.2f\n', cost sun, sum_of_squares);

printf(' ave = %1.2f se = %8.2f\n', average, standard_error);

getch();

/t calculate sax and min dollar for y-axis scaling */

vax_dollar = average + 111111_SEs t standard_error;

min dollar = average - NUN_SEs t standard_error;

max dollar += 1 - food( max dollar, 1 );

sin _dollar -= hod( min _dollar, 1 );

/* dray vertical tic larks and labels t/

range = nax_dollar - sin dollar;

beigth = y_orig y_sax;

y_scale = (int) ((beigth / range) (fsod(heigth, range) / range));

If ( range (= 15 )
It use small scale t/

for ( dollar = min dollar; dollar <= nax_dollar; dollar++

1

y_pos = y_orig ((dollar - min dollar) t y_scale);

line( x_orig, y_pos, (x_orig + 3), y_pos 1;

x_pos = x_orig 3;

itoa( dollar, buffer 5, 10 );

outtextxy( x_pos, (y_pos + 5), buffer_5 );

else if ( range > 15 it range (= 50) /t use media' scale t/

/t adjust y-scale for media' scale t/

sia_dollar = (lit) ( ain_dollar food( sio_dollar, 5 ) );

sax _dollar = (int) ( max _dollar - food( tax dollar, 5) + 5 );

range = oar dollar - min dollar;

tic_scale = 1;

while ( ( tic_scale t ( (float) (range) / 5.0) ) ( beigth )

( tic_scale++; 1 tic_scale--;

y_scale = tic_scale;

132
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for ( dollar = en dollar; dollar 0 eax_dollar; dollar += 5 1

1

y_pos = y_orig - ( ((dollar - sin dollar) * tic_scale) / 5 );

x_pos :: x_orig + 2;

if ( (dollar t 10) == 0 ) x_pos += 2;

line( xocig, y_pos, x_pos, y_pos ;

x_pos = x_orig 3;

itoa( dollar, bliffer5, 10 );

outtextxy( x_pos, (y_pos + 5), buffer _5 );

else if ( range > 50 ii range 4= 150 )
It use large scale

I

/t adjust y-scale for large scale t/

tI

sin dollar . (int) ( sin dollar - fsod( sin dollar, 10 ) 1;

sax_dollar = (int) ( sax_dollar - fsod( sax_dollar, 10 ) + 10 );

range = sax dollar - sin dollar;

tic scale = 1;

chile ( ( tic_scale t ( (float) (range) / 10.0) ) < heigth 1

( tic_scale++; 1 tic scale -;

y_scale = tic_scale;

for ( dollar = sin dollar; dollar <= max dollar; dollar += 10 )

1

1

y_pos = y_orig - ( ((dollar sin_dollar) * tic_scale) / 10 );

x_pos = x_orig + 3;

if ( (dollar t 50) == 0 ) x_pos +. 2;

line( x_orig, y_pos, x_pos, y_pos );

x_pos = x_orig - 3;

itoa( dollar, buffer _5, 10 );

outtextxy( x_pos, (y_pos + 5), buffer _5 );

1

else /* use Basins range y axis scale */

(

It adjust y-scale for maids range y axis scale */

sin_dollar : (let) ( sin_dollar - fsod( sin dollar, 50 ) );

sax dollar = (int) ( sax dollar - fsod( sax_dollar, 50 ) + 50 );

range . max_dollar sin_dollar;

tic_scale = 1;

chile ( ( tic_scale t ( (float) (range) / 50.0) 1 < heigtb 1

1 tic_scale++; 1 tic_scale--;

y_scale = tic_scale;

for ( dollar = sin_dollar; dollar 4= sax dollar; dollar += 50 )

I

y_pos = y_orig - ( ((dollar - sin_dollar) t tic_scale) / 50 );

x_pos = korig + 4;
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line( xorig, y_pos, x_pos, y_pos I;

x_pos = x_orig - 3;

itoa( dollar, buffer 5, 10 );

if ( tic scale )= 16 11 (tic scale ( 16 ii (dollar t 100) == 0) 1

1

1

outtextxy( x_pos, (y_pos + 5), beffer_5 );

1

tux = max dollar;

'sin = min dollar;

tiptr = y_scale;

1

ittttttittutttttttttststttttittttttltttttttttttsttttttttttttttttttttt

t unit_cost_graph:

t This function draws the cost per unit convergence graph. It

t controls the scaling functions for both axis, draws the legends t

t and the graph title, and plots the data points sequentially

t conecting then by lines to approximate the cost curve.

t Calling function: do_cost_graph

t Function calls: graphics setup, unit_cost_vert_axis, do_horiz_axis t

ttmtttttttttttlittAttttttuttttattAttttiattuttttttttttttturtmtlitti

void unit_cost_graph( PILE 'Elnan, float tisePOINTS), float unit_cost1POINTS1 1

int tic nark, tic scale, tic size;

int index, points;

int heigth, width;

int x_scale, y_scale;

jet x_pos, y_pos;

int center_x, center_y;

int dollar;

float days;

float max tine, ain_cost, max cost, sax _dollar;

float x_range, y_range;

char buffer 1111, buffer _2121, buffer_3131, buffer 5[51;

/t find maxim and ILIUM' data values and number of data points t/

points = 1;

index : 0;

max tine = 0; sin _cost = unit_cost(01; max coat = unit_cost(01;

while( tiseandefl 0 && index ( POINTS 1

if( unit_cost(isdex) ( min cost ) min cost = unit_costlindex1;

if( unit_costliadexl > max cost ) max cost imit_costfindex1;
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if( tire(index) >= satin )

lax_tiae = tinelindexi; points++;

index++;

/t calculate scaliiq factors for vert. and horix. axis If

heigth = y_orig y_aax;

y_range = max _cost - min cost;

max dollar = max cost - fled( lax _cost, 1 ) f 1;

y_scale = (int) ((heigth / lax dollar) (fmod(heigtb, max dollar) / Tax dollar));

vidth = x_aax x_orig;

xjange = Tax tin;

days = (x range / HOURS) - (fiod( x_range, HOURS ) / HOURS) + 1;

if ( days <= 100 ) x_max = vidth (int) (sod( vidth, days) + x_orig;

x_scale = (int) ((x_aax - x_orig) / days);

graphics_setup();

rectangle( x_orig, y_tax, x_sax, y_orig );

settextjustify( RIGHTTRIT, BOTTON_TRIT );

/* dray vertical tic narks and label scale If

unit_cost_vert_axis( iy_scale, ma: dollar );

/* dray horizontal tic marks and label scale */

do_horiz_axis( ix scale, days );

/* dray legends and graph title */

center_x = x_orig + (x_aax x_orig) / 2;

center_y = y_orig - (y_orig - y_nax) / 2;

/1 dray graph title 1/

settextjustify( BOTTOM_TEIT );

setnsercharsize( 7, 0, 5, $ );

settextstyle( TRIPLEX FORT, BORISDIR, 0 );

outtextxy( (center} -200), (y_aax-11), 'Convergence of Cost Per Unit' );

/* dray horizontal legend */

settextstyle( DEFAULTPOIT, HORIZ_DIR, 0 );

onttextxy( (center x -100), (y_orig+30), 'Current Day of Processing' );
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/t dray vertical legend t/

settextstyle( DIFIULT PONT, TIRTDIR, 0 );

x_pos x_orig - 31;

if ( sax dollar <= 3) x_pos -= 10; /t if snail scale used, adjust x_pos t/

onttextxy( x_pos, (ceater_y+16), '$ Cost/Unit Processed" 1;

/t plot sguential observations of cost per unit processed t/

noveto( x_otig, y_orig );

index = 0;

vhile( tise(indexl >= 0 ii index < POINTS )

if ( max dollar <=15 ) /t if snail or median y_scale vas used t/

1

y_pos = y_orig - (int) ( unit_cost(indexl t y_scale 1;

else It else medium y_scale vas used, adjust y_scale t/

y_pos = y_orig - (int) ( unit_costlindexl t ((float) y_scale / 5.0) );

1

if ( days < 101 )
It use x_scale based on single days t/

x_pos = x_orig + (int) ( (tine(indexl / HOURS ) t x_scale 1;

1

else it use x_scale based on ten days t/

1

x_pos = x_orig + (int) ( (tile(indexl / SOURS) ' ( (float) x_scale / 10.0) /I

1

if ( index > 0 ii unit_costlindexl > 0 it unit_cost(index-11 > 0 )

1

lineto( x_pos, y_pos );

soveto( x_pos, y_pos

index++;

getch();

closegraph();
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itttttimmtttttttttttttttttttttttittuttttttttttttttttattitttittttet

t honr_cost_graph:

t this function drays the cost per hoer convergence graph. It also t

t contraols the vertical and horizontal axis scaling. Legends and t

t the graph title are dravo and the cost observations are plotted t

t sequentially corrected by lines to approximate the cost curve. t

t Calling function: do_cost_graph

t Function calls: graphics setup, kolir_cost_vert_axis, do_horiz_axis t

tttutttIttuttuttttttltttttttttttttlitttItttittttttttttitttattttttt/

void hour_cost_graph( PILE iflnane, float tile(POINTS1, float bour_cost(POINTSI )

tot tic mart, tic scale, tic size;

int index, points;

int heigth, vidth;

Int x_scale, y_scale;

int x_pos, y_pos;

int center}, center_y;

int dollar;

float min dollar, max dollar;

float days;

float max time, min cost, max cost;

float x_range, y_range;

char buffer 1t11, buffer 2121, buffer 3(31, buffer 5(51;

/t find maximum and minimum data values and number of data points t/

points = 1;

index = 0;

max time = 0; min cost = hour_cost(01; max cost = hour_cost101;

vhile( tise(indexl ). 0 Li index ( POINTS )

if( hour_costlindez1 < min coat ) min cost = honr_costlindex1;

if( bour_cost(indexl > max cost ) sax cost = hour_cost(indez);

if( tinefindez1 >= max time )

max time = tise(indexl; points++;

index++;

1

/t calculate scaling factors for vent. and horiz. axis t/

heigth = y_orig y_tax;

max dollar = max cost End( max cost, 1 ) + 1;

min dollar = min cost - fmod( min cost, 1) 1;

y_range = max dollar min dollar;

y_scale = (int) ((heigth / y_range) (fnod(keigth, y_range) / y_range));
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width = x_aax x_orig;

xrange = sax tine;

days = (x range / HOURS) (fiod( x_raage, HOURS ) / HOURS) 1;

if ( days (= 100 ) x_aax = width - (int) fsod( width, days) x_orig;

x_scale = (int) (Ix sax z_orig) / days);

graphics_setup();

rectangle( x_orig, y_aax, xsax, y_orig );

settextiustify( RIGHT TEXT, BOTTOMTRIT );

/t draw vertical tic larks and label scale t/

hour_cost_vert_axis( $y _scale, points, trio dollar, iaax_dollar, hoar cost );

/t draw horizontal tic marks and label scale t/

do_horiz_axis( ix _scale, days );

/t draw legends and graph title t/

center _x = x_orig (x_sal x_orig) / 2;

center_y = y_orig - (y_orig - y_sax) / 2;

/t draw graph title t/

settextjustify( LEPT_TEXT, BOTTON_TBIT );

setusercharsize( 1, 8, 5, 8 );

settextstyle( TRIPLET POET, HORIZ_DIR, 0 );

outtextxy( (center x-200), (y_aax-11), 'Convergence of Cost Per lour' );

/t draw horizontal legend t/

settextstyle( DRPAULTJOIT, NORlt_DIR, 0 );

outtextxy( (center x -100), (y_orig +30), 'Current Day of Processing' );

/t draw vertical legend t/

settextstyle( DRPIULT_POIT, PERT DIR, 0 );

x_pos = x_orig - 30;

if ( sax dollar >= 100 ) x_pos -= 8;

if ( sax dollar ).= 1000 ) x_pos -2 8;

outtextxy( x_pos, (center_y+86), '$ Cost /Hour Processed' );

/5 plot squential observations of cost per unit processed t/

y_range = sax_dollar ain_dollar;
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if ( sin dollar ( 0 1 /t then set y_pos to zero dollars t/

if ( y_xange <= 15 1

y_pos = y_orig + (1st) ( sis dollar * y_scale 1;

1

else if ( y_raage > 15 ti y_range <=50

y_pos = y_orig + (int) ( are dollar * ((float) y_scale / 5.0) );

1

else if ( y_ratge > 50 l& y_range <= 150 )

y_pos = y_orig + (int) ( sin_dollar * ((float) y_scale / 10.0) 1;

else

y_pos = y_orig + (int) ( sin dollar * ((float) y_scale / 50.0) );

else

y_pos = y_orig; /* set y_pos to 'him scale dollars t/

1

soveto( x_orig, y_pos );

index . 0;

/* closegraph();

printfOsin_dollar = t8.2f sax dollar = t0.2f\n'olindollar, sax dollar);

printf("y_range = t8.2f y_scale = t4d xscale = l4(1\10,y_range,y_scale,x_scale);

printf('y_pos = td \n', y_pos);

getch();

a/

One( tise(indexl >= 0 ii index < POINTS 1

if ( y_range (= 15 ) /* if saall y_scale vas used */

y_pos = y_orig - (int) ( (hour_cost(indexl sin dollar) * y_scale );

1

else if ( y_range > 15 ii y_range (=50 1

/* else nedius y_scale vas used, adjust y_scale */

y_pos = y_orig (int) ( (boor_costliedex) - sin_dollar) * ((float) y_scale / 5.1)

I;

else if ( y_raige > 50 it y_range (= 150 1

/* use large y axis scale */

y_pos = y_orig - (int) ( (hour_cost(index1 - min _dollar) * ((float) y_scale /

10.0) );
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else /t use salaam range y scale t/

y_pos = y_oriq (int) ( (hour cost(isdex) - min dollar) a ((float) y_scale /

50.0) I;

if ( days < 101 ) /t use x_scale based on single days */

x_pos = x_orig + (int) ( (tise(indexl / HOURS ) t x_scale );

else /t use x_scale based on ten days t/

x_pos = x_orig + (int) ( (tise(indexl / HOURS) * ( (float) x_scale / 10.0) );

if ( y_pos <= Lys' I y_pos = y_sax;

if ( y_pos >= y_orig I y_pos : y_orig;

lineto( x_pos, y_pos );

moveto( x_pos, y_pos );

It
printf('x_pos = t4d y_pos = t4d time = %8.2f cost =

%8.2f\n',x_pos,y_pos,tise(indeld,hour_cost(indell);

index++;

getch();

closegraph();

itttetttittuttittuttmttttttettiattuttittuttmttttttlttttatttatt

t do cost_graph:

* This is the driver program for the cost convergence graphs. It t

t prompts the user for the LOGSIM cost convergence data file name, t

t then calls the appropriate functions to create the cost per unit t

t cost per hoer convergence graphs.

* Calling function: main

t Function calls: read_tise stats, unit_cost_graph, hour_cost_paph, t

sake_textrindov
ttutttttstttststttttttttttttttlttttttttttttttttttttttttttttstttttttti

void do_cost_graph()

1

FILE *flume;

char datafile(20I, mesq(251;

float tise(POINTSI;

float unit_costIPOINTS);

float hoor_costIFOIIT31;
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clrscr();

strcpy( mesq, ' Cost Convergence Graph ' );

make_text_vindov( 5, 11, 76, 15, mesg I;

gotoxy(10,13);

printf("Logsia time statistics data file name : ');

gets(datafile);

finale = fopen( datafile, 'r');

if Ulnae := TOLL)

gotoxy(40,13);

printf(' I);

gotoxy(10,13);

printf('Cannot find file: U., datafile);

printf(', Strike any key to continue');

getch();

return;

read time stats( Elnan, time, unit cost, hour cost );

unit_cost_graph( finale, time, unit cost );

hour_cost_graph( finale, time, hoar cost );

ittttflitttttttttttttitttttatttittuttittuttttuttlattattmtttItttttt

t main menu:

* this function drams the LS Graph main menu.

* Calling function: main

tutttttttttttitttttlittttittttIttfittittittttuttittutttattttttttti

void mainyno()

1

int index;

/t dray main mean boarder if

clrscr();

gotoxy(15,7);

printf('tc',201);

for( index = 16; index ( 65; index++ ) printf('tc',205);

printf('t0,187);

for( index = 1; index ( 18; index++

gotoxy(65,index);

if( index == 9 11 index == 16

priatf('W,115);

else

printf('tc',116);

gotoxy(65,18);

printf(itc°,1811);
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for( index : 64; index > 15; index-- )

gotoxy(indez,11);

printf('tc',205);

gotozy(15,18);

printf('tc',200);

for ( index : 17; index > 7; index--

gotoxy(15,indez);

if( index =: 9 11 index == 16 )

printf('tc',284);

else

printf(4c°,116);

1

gotozy(16,9);

for( index = 16; index < 65; index++ ) printf('tc',205);

gotozy(16,16);

for( index = 16; index < 65; index++ ) printf('tc',205);

/t print main menu t/

gotoxy(24,8);

printf('LOGSIM GRAPHICAL OUTPUT UTILITIES');

gotozy(20,11);

printf(11. Bar Chart for let Machine Utilizations.');

gotozy(20,12);

printf('2. Stocastic Convergence Graph for Cost.');

gotozy(20,13);

printf('3. Change Size Attributes of Graphs.');

gotoxy(20,14);

printf('4. Quit LSGRAPH.');

gotozy(23,17);

printf('Please enter number of selection: ');

ittmttlittttttitttittitttlittttutttuttuttIttuttutttttttmttttt

t make_textrindov:

t This function creates a boarder for test using block graphics

t characters. Arguments are the text mode line number for the top t

t bottom, and column numbers of the left and right sides of the

t text vindov. An additional argument is the vindov title.

* Calling functions: do lachine_graph, do_cost_graph, and

change_graph_sizes
ttttlattitttttitttittuttttttttiattmttttttttttttttttttttttttttmtti

void take_textrindov( int left, int top, int right, int bottom, char kesg[251 )

int index;
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clrscr();

gotoxy(left,top);

prietf(ne,201);

for( index = (left + 1); index ( right; index++ ) priatf(4e,205);

priatf(n0,117);

for( index = (top + 1); index ( bottos; index++ )

gotoxy(right,index);

printf('te,1116);

gotoxy(right,bottos);

priatf(q0,110);

for( index = (right 1); index ) left; index-- )

gotoxy(index,bottos);

(nit:U(40,205);

gotoxy(left,botton);

printf(Itc',200);

for ( index = (botton - 1); index ) top; index-- )

gotoxy(left,index);

printf1q0,1061;

gotoxy( (left -11 + (right-left) / 2), top );

printf(40,nesg);

/Mt tUttttittittlitttlittatttitttitttittlittt !MUM!' t littittt
t lain:

t Function calls: get_graph_sizes, change_graph_sizes,

do_nachine_graph, do_cost_graph
tttimmtmummuttutttattuttititstuttimatttmitmmi

t

sail()

char choice111;

int done;

get_graph_sizes();

done = 0;

do

lain_kenn();

'choice = getch();
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stitch (choice(11)

case '1' : do lachine_grapb(); break;

case '2' : do_cost_grapb(); break;

case '3' : clam graph _sizes(); break;

default : done = 1;

I chile (done == 0);

clrscr();


